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Abstract
This thesis reports an integrated optical wavelength specific switching device for ap-
plications in optical integrated circuits (OICs) based on micro electromechanical sys-
tems (MEMS). The device consists of a ring resonator add-drop filter and a conductive
MEMS bridge which is actuated by electrostatic force. Introducing conductive ma-
terial into the electromagnetic evanescent field of the ring waveguide results in loss
in the propagating light within, disabling the resonance and the filtering capabilities
of the ring resonator. Therefore, by actuating the MEMS bridge in and out of the
waveguide's evanescent field, the filter can be toggled between the on and off states.
One large problem that must be faced when fabricating and actuating a MEMS
cantilever or bridge structure for this type of device is the residual stress that may
deflect the structure in an undesired way. This is because the vertical displacement
of the structure is crucial. In order to solve this problem, this thesis is based on the
use of titanium nitride (TiN) as structural material for the bridge. Titanium nitride
has very attractive mechanical properties as well as good conductivity, which makes
it an ideal structural material for electrostatically actuated devices. Moreover, the
residual stress within the material can be relieved by proper control of deposition
conditions and/or post processing. This thesis focuses on the post process annealing
of titanium nitride in order to eliminate the residual stress in the structure and obtain
a flat bridge profile.
Titanium nitride MEMS bridge structures were fabricated and tested. Their de-
flection from a flat state and stress was measured and characterized, and a structure
with minimal residual stress was successfully fabricated. The actuation of the MEMS
bridge is also demonstrated, and its characteristics are analyzed.
Also discussed is the possibility of extending the design of the MEMS switch to
implement the three-electrode ultra-fast strain-induced switching and MEMS wave-
length tuning of an integrated optical filter. A realistic design of these devices is
proposed in context with the requirements imposed by the optical telecommunication
industry, and fabrication methods are considered. Simulations have been conducted
using finite element analysis and mode solving to establish the feasibility of these
designs.
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Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Integrated optics is the concept of guiding light through dielectric waveguides whereas
in free-space optics the light is propagated through either air or vacuum. Although
there are systems in which the application demands that the light path is at least in
part through free space (such as imaging systems), in others such as optical telecom-
munication, optical computation, and optical interconnection, significant advantage
lies in the confinement of light within the waveguides. This is because of footprint,
cost, and synchronization considerations, among others.
Applying integrated optics to practical devices require a vast number of compo-
nents, such as light sources (e.g. lasers and light emitting diodes (LEDs)), modulators,
amplifiers, filters, switches, and interconnecting waveguides, analogous to electrical
integrated circuits that require similar components including voltage sources and
conducting wires. Optical systems in which all or many of these components are in-
tegrated onto a single substrate are called Optical Integrated Circuits (OICs). These
systems allow for faster, highly functional, and inexpensive optical devices.
OICs have a number of advantages compared to their electrical counterparts, or
to conventional free-space optical signal processors. OICs have similar advantages as
electrical ICs such as smaller footprint and crosstalk, lower power consumption, vibra-
tion immunity, and batch fabrication capabilities, some of which are very difficult to
achieve with free space signal processing. On top of that, OICs possess the beauty of
being able to utilizing the wave characteristics of optical signals. This enables optical
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IP Router
Figure 1.0.1: Schematic diagram of an optical network. The OADMs route the prop-
agated information at the nodes of the network.
communication systems to combine large numbers of signals onto one optical waveg-
uide channel by wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), and also allows coupling
of waveguides placed within the evanescent field of each other. Other advantages of
OICs over conventional optical systems include easy control of guided optical waves
by electro-optic and thermo-optic effects, faster operation due to shorter propagation
length, and larger optical power density.
Especially, the concept of WDM plays a crucial role in the advancement of optical
telecommunication. By modulating information on each wavelength band, multiple
channels of information can be transmitted at the same time, allowing for high-
speed and high-volume telecommunicaiton. Fig 1.0.1 shows a schematic of a wave-
length division multiplexed optical network consisting of optical add-drop multiplex-
ers (OADMs) at each node. The function of the OADMs is to route the incoming
optical signals to their proper destinations. Since each wavelength contains a different
channel and is possibly routed to a different destination, OADMs must be able to
extract specific bands of wavelength and deliver ("drop") them to their proper ports.
Conversely, OADMs must also be able to integrate specific bands of signals that come
in from other ports (Fig 1.0.2).
Add/Drop
Switch
Other nodes
Figure 1.0.2: Schematic diagram of Optical Add-Drop Multiplexers with wavelength
independent add-drop switches.
1.1 Integrated Optics with Micro Electromechan-
ical Systems (MEMS)
Advances in micro- and nano-fabrication technologies in the recent years have played a
fundamental role in the enhancement of OIC technology. OIC components typically
possess physical dimensions of about a wavelength (~0.5pIm or less), and usually
require high precision manufacturing methods. Control over the electro-magnetic
and optical properties of composing materials is also critical. These challenges can
be faced with the thin film fabrication techniques frequently used and investigated
in the very large integrated circuit (VLSI) and the micro electromechanical systems
(MEMS) fields, involving deposition of materials, lithography, and etching. State-of-
the-art nano-fabrication technologies pursued in these fields allow for fabrication of
devices with critical dimensions of tens of nanometers, which is sufficient for most OIC
applications. In addition to these advantages, micro-fabrication technologies provide
the ability to batch fabicate devices, decreasing the cost of components significantly,
as the VLSI industry has been demonstrating for a number of decades now.
While the fabrication of optical components themselves gain tremendously from
micro- and nano-fabrication techniques, it is often advantageous for OICs to have
MEMS structures implemented in the device. Some example of these kind of devices
include optical switches and tuners.
1.1.1 Optical Switches
Optical switches are frequently used for OADMs as well as other applications in order
to actively route the light to its proper destination. Numerous optical switches have
been reported in the past, but most of them are free space optical switches, which
cannot utilize the virtues of OICs to a full extent.
Free-Space Optical Switching
A typical example of this type of device which uses reflective optics to steer light in
free space is the optical crossconnect switch by Bell Laboratories and Lucent Tech-
nology Inc. The micromirrors have the ability to tilt on two axes, are electrostatically
actuated, and steer light analogously from the input fibers to any of the output fibers
using a three-dimensional architecture. The mirrors are controlled using closed-loop
feedback, and the response time for all connections to take place was less than 50ms,
with an actuation voltage of 200V[4, 53].
Another similar type of free-space refractive optical crossconnect device has been
proposed by Lin et al. This device uses free-ratoting hinged micromirrors and achieves
mechanical switching time (of the mirror structures themselves) to be 700ps and
crosstalk less than -60dB. Lin's switch utilizes a two-dimensional architecture, there-
fore, although more mirrors are needed, the mirrors only need to be controlled between
binary states, eliminating the necessity of complex closed-loop controlling mechanisms
that are incorporated in Lucent's micromirrors[39].
There are many other very similar types of microarray mirrors such as [12, 84].
Waveguide-based Optical Switching
While the devices discussed above operate in free space, some optical switching devices
have been proposed to work in an integrated fashion.
Chollet et al. proposed a switching device that maintains the light in the waveg-
uides throughout the switching process [19]. In this device, the evanescent coupling
of two waveguides is controlled by electrostatically actuating a segment of one of the
waveguides in and out of their evanescent region. About ims switching speed was
obtained with an actuation voltage between 40-85V.
A similar type of device is proposed by Dangel et al., where a dielectric slab is
actuated above a waveguide instead of another waveguide to introduce loss to the
propagating light [21]. The dielectric effective-refractive-index-shifting element and
Mach-Zehnder waveguides were fabricated on different substrates and then bonded
together at the chip level. The actuation voltage consisted of a DC bias voltage
ranging from 7V to 200V and an additional control voltage of a few volts, and the
switching time was reported to be 50ps.
Another type of MEMS-actuated integrated optical switch that is composed of a
multi-mode interference coupler and a variable air core was proposed by Bae et al.
[7]. The top cover of the hollow waveguide was piezo-electrically actuated, changing
its thickness. The fraction of switched optical power was reported to be about 85%
with a switching length of 1.1mm.
Wavelength Dependant Switches
One critical drawback of the examples of optical switches mentioned above is wave-
length independent switching. In other words, all wavelengths must be switched on or
off at the same time, and therefore in order for specific wavelengths to be extracted,
a WDM signal must first be demultiplexed, each wavelenght must be switched in-
dividually, and then mulitplexed afterwards. Wavelength dependence in switching
would be a large advantage for OADMs in WDM networks, since this eliminates the
complexity and cost of multiplexing and demultiplexing the optical signal each time
a certain wavelength needs to be extracted or added, allowing for a more simple,
low-cost, and less time-consuming routing.
In the free-space domain, wavelength dependent switching can be obtained by
use of diffractive gratings, such as the device proposed by Solgaard et al.[68], or
the Grating Light ValveTM (GLV) by Silicon Light Machines[71]. In these devices,
multiple strips of MEMS bridge structures are fabricated in parallel, and they are
actuated vertically so that they can be switched from a flat mirror to a grating. Since
the diffraction angle is wavelength dependent, this device can be used as a wavelength
dependent free-space optical switch. However, due to the nature of the device, loss
from multiple diffraction orders cannot be eliminated.
There has been some work regarding completely integrated optical wavelength
dependant switching as well, mostly employing either a ring resonator or a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer. An optical switch that combines the two configurations has
been shown to be able to tunably switch at 1V in a practical WDM network system,
but no fabrication or testing of a device seems to have been reported as of now [13].
Green et al. combines the two configurations similarly, and achieves switching at
26mW with a rise time of 1.8ps [26]. While this device uses a III-V material for the
waveguide, which is the typical case in this type of switching, Liu et al. and Xe et al.
each fabricated optical switches with silicon. Their contribution towards fabrication
of optical devices with silicon should be stressed, since it is an important step towards
integration of OICs with electrical ICs. Liu et al. used a metal-oxide-semiconductor
(MOS) capacitor structure based approach to obtain high-speed switching, with a
bandwidth of over 1GHz with 6.7dB loss [42]. On the other hand, Xe et al. used a p-
i-n configuration with a ring resonator to enable very compact high speed swithiching,
around 10ns [81].
1.1.2 Optical Tuners
In WDM systems, it may be required to tune the output of an OIC device instead of
just switching a specific wavelength on and off. Also, there are other applications in
which wavelength tuning is required, such as the optical analog-to-digital converter
which will be discussed later on. Some popular methods for tuning the wavelength
of filters are thermal and electro-optic. In either case, the effective optical path-
length is changed and therefore the filtered wavelength shifts, allowing for the tuning
mechanism. Notice that either of these methods strictly restrict the material that
can be used for the optical system.
Thermal Tuning
The index of refraction of certain materials is known to change by temperature.
Therefore, by applying local heating to a waveguide, the optical pathlength, which is
the product of geometric pathlength and the index of refraction of the propagating
material, changes. Due to the fact that thermal heating/cooling is the basis of the
tuning mechanism, the response time generally tends to be very slow, in the order of
tens of milliseconds. Also, dense packing of devices is limited due to conduction of
heat through the substrate, device components, and atmosphere.
For example, this concept has been implemented into a vertically coupled ring
resonator by Sekiguchi et al. A tuning range of 12.5pm with a temperature increase
of 200'C and a free-spectral range (FSR) of 10.1nm was obtained [63]. Sohn et al.
used a long-period fiber grating and shifted the index of the cladding material by the
thermo-optic effect. As much as 50nm tuning was achieved for certain wavelengths
with an electric power of ~17W [67].
Electro-Optic Tuning
Carrier injection to a III-IV semiconductor material also causes change in the index
of refraction. Carrier injection can be induced by flow of current or optical pumping.
Although the response time can be very fast, on the order of -10ps, the injected
carriers inevitably introduce optical loss.
Grover et al. demonstrated a ring resonator electro-optic filter which achieved
0.8nm of tuning with a bias voltage of 8V by using GaInAsP-InP for the ring resonator
material [27]. The ring radius was as small as 2 .2 5 pm, and the FSR was wider than
30nm.
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Figure 1.2.1: Schematic diagram of a ring resonator add/drop filter. A certain band
of wavelength is dropped to the drop port, while the rest of the broadband light is
propagated down the through port unaffected.
1.2 High Index Contrast Devices
High index contrast (HIC) systems exhibit highly confined optical modes, which allow
for dense positioning of waveguides with little cross-talk. Also, the radiative loss about
sharp bends is small, hence structures with large radii of curvature are possible. In
essence, HIC enables highly dense integration of OICs, offering more function in less
space, hence is very advantageous for practical applications of OICs.
1.2.1 Ring Resonator Add-Drop Filters
Ring resonator add-drop filters are optical filters which consist of a bus waveguide, a
drop waveguide and a ring waveguide (Fig 1.2.1). When a broad band of light enters
from one side of the bus waveguide, a certain wavelength A, is resonated into the ring
and out to the drop port. This wavelength A, can be expressed by the equation
m = 27rr, (1.2.1)
n
where m is an integer, n is the index of refraction of the ring waveguide, and r is its
radius.
Ring resonators using HIC can have large free spectral range (FSR) and small
sizes, both of which are very important for practical applications.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.2.2: SEM micrograph of silicon nitride (SiN) ring resonators fabricated by
scanning electron-beam lithography (SEBL). (a) The cross-section of a waveguide. (b)
A third-order add-drop filter based on series-coupled ring resonators. The dimensions
in parentheses are designed values [9].
Fig 1.2.2 shows a micrograph of a state-of-the-art ring resonator fabricated by
scanning e-beam lithography (SEBL), and Fig 1.2.3 shows its output (both from
the through port and the drop port) [9]. A wavelength band centered at roughly
Ar =1543nm is output through the drop port, and the same range of wavelength is
nonexistent in the output of the through port.
The ring resonator can be used for OADMs in WDM networks as wavelength
dependent optical filters, but this device itself is a non-reconfigurable, passive device
(i.e. the dropping wavelength cannot be actively controlled, nor the filter can be
activated/deactivated). Therefore, in order to be practical for an optical telecom-
munication system, the system must either consist of multiple ring resonators with
different resonant frequencies and switched between one another, or the ring resonator
must be modified in a way so that the drop wavelength can be tuned within a certain
range with a certain resolution.
Further details of the design and fabrication of ring resonators will be discussed
in Chapter 2.
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Figure 1.2.3: Schematic diagram of a ring resonator add/drop filter. A certain band
of wavelength is dropped to the drop port, while the rest of the broadband light is
propagated down the through port unaffected [9].
1.3 Fundamental Challenges
There are a couple of fundamental challenges that must be faced in order for the
abovementioned OIC devices to be practically used in the industry.
1.3.1 Fabrication
One obvious challenge is the fabrication of these devices. In general, it is not straight
forward to fabricate optical devices, even when they consist of only dielectric waveg-
uides. For example, for the ring resonators shown in Fig 1.2.2, various aspects were
considered, including dose control and vector-scanning procedures of the scanning
e-beam lithography system for dimentional and sidewall roughness optimization [9].
On top of this, material properties of the waveguides and cladding material such as
index of refraction must be considered and properly controlled.
When MEMS components are included in the device, the fabrication becomes even
more challenging. For example, in a work by Sandia, stress considerations such as
bowing of micromechanical support, fabrication vulnerability such as chemical attack
towards dielectric waveguides, optical properties for waveguide material, and optical
loss were considered in integrating waveguide structures with MEMS[65].
One way to bypass this problem is presented by Bellouard. In his work, Bellouard
monolithically integrates MEMS processing and waveguide writing in fused silica. In
this work, two properties of fused silica exposed by femtosecond laser, namely, local
increase in refractive index, and HF chemical etching selectivity, are effectively used
in order to create a monolithic displacement micro-sensor[11]. While this is a notable
approach in combining integrated optics with MEMS, the material and fabrication
method that can be used for both the MEMS component and integrated optics are
strictly restricted to fused silica, and its ability towards higher sophistication (e.g.
use of other materials for thermo-optic and electro-optic modulation) and tailoring to
specific applications (e.g. use of optical components with different indices of refraction
or MEMS materials with different material properties) seems to be very limited.
1.3.2 Residual Stress Management
Residual stress is a large concern to many applications in MEMS technology, espe-
cially to those that utilize surface micromachining. Not only does residual stress
cause unexpected deflection and bending of structures such as cantilevers, beams, or
membranes, they also cause strain at their anchors, requiring extra force or energy
to actuate them. Therefore, when an OIC device consists of MEMS-type technology,
the problem of residual stress must be dealt with.
Residual stress occurs mainly due to two types of reasons: thermal expansion
mismatch (often called the extrinsic stress), and chemical or structural modification of
the thin film (often called the intrinsic stress). The former is caused by the difference
in thermal expansion coefficient between two or more layers that are stacked on top
of each other. Since materials are usually deposited at a higher temperature than
the room temperature (the temperature of the environment that the device will be
operated in), the cooling of the entire device causes the material with a larger thermal
expansion coefficient to shrink more than the other, causing stress within the device.
The latter is caused most often by the deposition process itself, for example, ion
bombardment altering the lattice structure of the film.
Control of deposition parameters and post processing of the film, such as annealing
usually modifies the amount of residual stress.
1.3.3 Integration of Components into a Complex System
Optical components such as the switches and tuners discussed above will need to
be implemented into a larger system of optical and electrical ICs in order to gain
practical function. However, integration of many components into a large complex
system is not a trivial problem. Especially in order to take advantage of the available
highly sophisticated VLSI technology, the optical components should be compatible
with the fabrication and functionality of VLSIs.
For example, use of silicon in OICs is very important for monolithic integration
with electrical ICs. Although silicon is an indirect-band-gap material and cannot be
used for lasers, recent research has revealed that highly efficient optical modulation
is possible with this material [34. These results provide a promising future for OIC
integration, but much still needs to be done.
In terms of integration of components, Li et al. have fabricated a monolithically
integrated MEMS subsystem that can be used as reconfigurable OADMs and tunable
wavelength converters [37].
1.4 Thesis Objectives and Contributions
This thesis presents an integrated optical wavelength-specific optical add-drop switch
by use of titanium nitride (TiN) MEMS technology. The device consists of a ring
resonator add-drop filter and a MEMS structure to interact with the evanescent field
of the resonator. When this type of device was proposed and a prototype was fab-
ricated by Nielson[51], undesired deflecting of the bridge was observed due to the
high residual stress within the MEMS structure, lowering the switching contrast. In
this thesis, this problem has been solved by use of titanium nitride as the MEMS
structural material.
The annealing of titanium nitride was investigated in order to eliminate the stress
from the structure, allowing for a completely flat bridge profile. Also, the TiN MEMS
structure was tested and actuated for the first time ever, to the author's knowledge.
Application of TiN MEMS structures to ring resonator switching will allow for a
high-contrast and well-controlled switching.
Also discussed in this thesis is a new architecture for strain-induced high-speed
switching and MEMS integrated optical filter tuning, which utilizes the TiN MEMS
optical switch combined with thermocompression waferbonding techniques. Fabrica-
tion process and other practical issues are addressed, and numerical simulations and
analysis are conducted in order to establish feasibility.
1.4.1 Outline of Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:
The design and simulation of the TiN MEMS integrated switch will be discussed in
Chapter 2. The theory of the ring resonator and MEMS switching will be presented,
and some results from numerical analysis will be shown to provide the theoretical
background of the device.
The fabrication method, its challenges, and experimental results will be given in
Chapter 3 along with discussion on the results. Resluts from two types of experiments
will be presented, one on the annealing of the TiN structure, and the other on its
actuation.
In Chapter 4, two new optical devices will be discussed. One is a new design of
the MEMS switch which has the potential for significantly fast switching speed at
a lower voltage by utilizing the strain energy stored in the MEMS structure while
it is being actuated. The other is a MEMS optical tunable filter whose architecture
is very similar to the MEMS optical switch that has been discussed in the previous
chapters. A few modifications are applied to the design, and feedback control is used
in order to precisely control the displacement of the actuated MEMS structure.
The conclusions and suggestions for future work will be delivered in Chapter 5.

Chapter 2
MEMS Switch Design and
Simulation
When an electrically conductive material is placed in the evanescent field of the
ring resonator waveguide, absorption is introduced, and the resonance is suppressed.
Therefore, the ring is effectively detached from the bus waveguide, allowing the entire
input spectrum to pass through. By inserting a conductive material in and out of the
evanescent field of the ring resonator, the filtering can be switched "on" and "off'
(Fig 2.0.1). This concept can be implemented using a MEMS structure, as was first
shown and analyzed by M. Watts [78].
The proposed device consists of a ring resonator filter and a titanium nitride (TiN)
MEMS bridge which hangs over the ring waveguide (Fig 2.0.2). By applying voltage
between the bridge and the boron-doped silicon substrate, the MEMS bridge deflects
down closer to the ring waveguide due to the electrostatic force. Since titanium nitride
is a conductive material (See Section 2.2 for details on the properties of titanium
nitride), this will introduce the absorption needed to suppress the resonance, and
hence the ring resonator filter can be switched in wavelength-dependant fashion.
This MEMS-based approach has a number of advantages compared to thermo-
optic or carrier injection methods described in Chapter 1. First of all, it has a very
small footprint, and can be fabricated in high density. The specific device presented
in this thesis only occupies an area of approximately 160 pm x 50 pm, and this
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Figure 2.0.1: Schematic illustration of the MEMS switch concept. The left figure
shows the "on" state in which the resonance allows a certain wavelength to drop at
the drop port, and the right figure shows the "off' state where the resonance is killed
and the whole spectrum passes through without being affected. [51]
can be made even smaller by use of more sophisticated lithographic techniques and
optimization. Also, the only factor that prohibits the devices from being placed
close together is the unwanted coupling of waveguides, which is very small in HIC
devices, and electro-magnetic interference of the bridges, which is avoided if they
are less than a few pm away from each other. Another advantage of this device is
the low energy needed for operation, since it is based on electrostatic actuation which
typically requires only a few pW. Finally, the switching mechanism and characteristics
are completely independent of the waveguide material, dimensions, etc. In fact, the
underlying integrated optical device is not even required to be waveguide-based. The
same mechanism can in principle be applied to photonic crystals or surface plasmon
based optical devices. This gives the MEMS switching concept a very wide range
of application and flexibility. Also, this approach utilizes a complementary metal
oxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatible fabrication process. Therefore, it can be
integrated with other opto-electronic devices and systems.
2.1 Previous Work
A prototype of this type of device has been fabricated and demonstrated by G.
N. Nielson[51]. Nielson's device was successful in wavelength-dependent switching,
AW
Figure 2.0.2: Schematic of the MEMS switch. A titanium nitride bridge is electro-
statically actuated above the ring resonator and the gap between the bridge and the
ring waveguide is controlled.
demonstrating a switching time of 60ps. He also proposed a dielectric charging model
to explain the voltage versus deflection behavior which does not follow the conven-
tional pull-in characteristics. This model will be discussed in the later Chapters.
However, this device exhibited a few problems, one of which was due to the residual
stress in the MEMS bridge. The aluminum bridge experienced residual stress, and
deflected downwards from its neutral position by as much as 0.76pm, causing loss
even when the the resonance of the ring resonators was "on" (i.e. when the bridge
was not actuated and not supposed to be interfering with the evanescent field of the
ring waveguide), and reducing the switching contrast of the through port.
In his prototype device, Nielson used aluminum as the material of the MEMS
structure. Aluminum is vulnerable to plastic deformation by residual stress due to its
high ductility. When aluminum is deposited at high temperatures and then cooled
down to room temperature, the thermal mismatch of aluminum and the underlying
polysilicon causes stress in the aluminum layer. Since the yield stress of aluminum is
very low (below 200MPa, actual value depending on many aspects such as purity[24]),
this quickly causes the aluminum to reach its yield point and plastically deform.
Annealing of aluminum in order to regain the straight profile is not practical, since
the very low failure stress of aluminum will be easily reached, and the structure will
not be able to be straightened again after this happens.
Therefore, a new material was needed in order for the MEMS-based switching
device to function as desired.
2.2 Use of Titanium Nitride
In selecting the appropriate material, there are several requirements that need to
be met. First of all, from what we discussed above, the material must either have
the same coefficient of thermal expansion as silicon, or have a high yield stress and
must not plastically deform. Also, the material must be CMOS compatible, while
possessing appropriate material properties for an electrostatically actuated MEMS
structure.
From all of these requirements, titanium nitride (TiN) was investigated as the
structural material for the device.
Titanium nitride is a type of material known as electro-ceramic. While this ma-
terial has reliable mechanical properties, it is also conductive, hence being a good
candidate for an electrostatically actuated MEMS structural material, such as comb
drives, cantilevers and bridges. Some of titanium nitride's attractive mechanical
properties include high modulus to density ratio (e.g. relative to poly-silicon), high
melting temperature, high yield stress, high hardness, and wear (abrasion) resistance,
excellent chemical inertness, and a passivated surface resulting in good anti-stiction
behavior (low surface adhesion energies). Reported values of mechanical, electrical
and optical properties of titanium nitride are listed in Table 2.2.1. Note that these
values are measurements of titanium nitride films deposited with various methods
and different parameters.
Another attractive feature of TiN is the large existing body of knowledge related
to its microfabrication due to its widespread use in CMOS production such as for
diffusion barriers [77] and interconnects [70]. Although it has never been used as a
MEMS structural material such as for cantilevers and bridges, the same fabrication
techniques and chemistry for deposition, lithography, and etching can be used. More-
Table 2.2.1: Material Properties of Titanium Nitride (TiN) from literature.
Property Value Source
Young's Modulus 100 ~ 600 GPa [47], [33], [62],[2]
Poisson's Ratio 0.23 ~ 0.25 [47], [2]
Density 4300 ~ 5700 kg/M 3  [55], [2], [30]
Thermal expansion coefficient 9.4x 10-6 /1C [2]
Residual Stress -10.1 - -0.13 GPa [38], [36], [14]
Electrical Resistivity 25 - 180 pQ-cm [74], [25], [30]
Index of refraction at 1550nm 3 [29], [731
Extinction coefficient at 1550nm 5 - 7 [29], [73]
over, since the material is CMOS compatible, the device can be integrated as part of
a larger system including CMOS integrated circuits.
The stress state of titanium nitride can be controlled by by appropriate of depo-
sition parameters (pressure, temperature, nitrogen density, bias voltage, etc.), or by
annealing after deposition. As an example of the former case, Elstner et al. has char-
acterized the change in film stress when the partial pressure of nitrogen was altered
during deposition [23].
The relaxation of stress during annealing can be attributed to migration, redistri-
bution, and annihilation of stress-active lattice defects and diffusion of self-interstitials
into excess vacancies. Also, the relieving rate of the stress during annealing de-
pends on the nature and concentration of point defects within the film when it is
deposited[31]. The annealing temperature of sputtered titanium nitride can be sig-
nificantly lower than half the melting temperature of titanium nitride, which is a
typical measure of the annealing temperatures of ceramics. This is due to the high
density of defects, such as vacancies, interstitials, and dislocations, in the crystal
lattice[51]. Matsue et al. found out that the residual stress reaches its minimum at
800'C for ion plated titanium nitride using multi-arc method [46]. Herr et al. ob-
served stress relaxation by annealing at 650'C at one hour[28], Perry et al. studied
annealing of e-beam evaporated TiN at 900'C [56], and Kushida-Abdelghafar et al.
observed annealing at 800'C for ractive DC sputtered titanium nitride on a polysilicon
layer[35].
This research focuses on post-process annealing of sputter-deposited titanium ni-
tride in order to eliminate the residual stress within bridge structure.
2.3 Design of the Device
This system is essentially an electrostatically actuated capacitor whose bridge is the
top electrode and the substrate underneath it is the other. When an electrical poten-
tial is applied, an attractive force is generated between the electrodes. The magnitude
of the force is given by
EAV 2
F = g2 (2.3.1)
where A is the area of the bridge, V is the applied voltage, g is the gap between the
bridge and the substrate, and E is the permittivity of air. Notice that in the actual
configuration of the device, an oxide layer exists between the substrate and the bridge.
The effect of this layer will be dealt with later in the simulation section, since this
causes a complicated phenomenon. Here, for simplicity, the concept of "effective gap
height" will be used to compensate for the oxide layer, as will be discussed below.
2.3.1 Quasi-static Mechanical Analysis
Parallel plate actuators can be simply modeled as a mass spring damper system with
a force that is a function of the gap height (Fig 2.3.1). Therefore, the equation of
motion can be written as
mj + b + ky = 2 2 (2.3.2)
2(do - y)2
where y is the vertical deflection of the moving electrode, m is its effective mass, b is
the damping coefficient, to which squeeze film damping of air between the electrodes
usually contribute, k is the spring constant of the moving electrode, and do is the
initial gap height of the two electrodes.
b k
do V
A
Figure 2.3.1: Lumped element model of a parallel plate configuration, which approx-
imates the MEMS switching mechanism.
Assuming quasi-static conditions (j ; y ~ 0), equation (2.3.2) becomes
ky - . (2.3.3)
2(do - y)2(
Therefore, solving for the applied voltage,
V = ~- (d. - y).(2.4
The so-called pull-in occurs at L = 0, beyond which point a stabile equilibrium
point of the spring force and the electrostatic forces does not exist1 . This is when the
vertical deflection is y = do/3 and the pull-in voltage is
8kdO
V- 7 0 .A (2.3.5)
'Refer to, for example, [64] for a more in-depth discussion on this topic.
2.3.2 Dynamic Mechanical Analysis
From beam bending theory, the effective spring constant k of a fixed-fixed beam,
which can be defined as P/dmax, where P is a uniform load and dmax is the maximum
displacement of the beam, can be calculated as [54],
32Ewt3k = L3  , (2.3.6)
where w is the width of the beam, t the thickness, and L the length. E is the effective
Young's modulus for a wide beam, where
E .2 (2.3.7)
E is the Young's modulus and v is the Poisson's ratio.
The damping of the system is primarily due to the viscosity of air underneath the
bridge structure, and is generally called squeezed film damping. This factor can be
described as [64],
96[pLW 3b = 9 W,3 (2.3.8)
where p is the viscosity of air, and We is the distance the air molecules need to travel
to escape from underneath the bridge. The viscosity of air is about 1.8x 10- 5 at room
temperature, and a value of 2.5pm was used for We, considering the etch holes on the
bridge. A more in-depth analysis on the effects of squeeze film damping of membranes
with holes using Skvor's method is discussed in [69] and [75].
Using the Raleigh-Ritz procedure, the resonant frequency of a fixed-fixed beam is
[66],
2 42Et2  (2.3.9)
WO pL 4
when the strain in the beam is negligible.2
From the resonant frequency obtained by equation (2.3.9) and effective spring
2 Strain, when non-negligible, adds another term of the form 14 ET, in which ET is the sum of
built-in strain and applied strain.
constant by equation (2.3.6), the effective mass of the bridge m can be obtained from
= -. (2.3.10)
m
The damping ratio ( of a second-order system can be found by
b
= (2.3.11)2wom
and the damped natural frequency Wd by
Wd = Wn 2 1- (2.3.12)
Noticing that the value of ( obtained by equation (2.3.11) indicates that the system
is underdamped (see Table 2.3.1), the response time of the bridge t, is,
w - arccos. (2.3.13)
Wd
This response time can only predict the response when the electrostatic force is not
applied to the beam, responding freely (i.e. when the bridge is released from the
electrostatic force). The actuation time t., which is the response time upon the
application of voltage, can be estimated by [50],
Vt~ 27 (2.3.14)Vwo 2
This equation is accurate if the applied voltage V is larger than 2-3Vgj, which is not
the case for the proposed device, but will give us a rough estimate of the pull-in time.
A value of 1.2 will be used for V/VpZ for the purpose of this analysis.
The quality factor of of the system can be calculated by,
Q - k (2.3.15)bo a
The material properties of titanium nitride is as shown in Table 2.2.1, and dimen-
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Figure 2.3.2: Dimensions of the design of the titanium nitride MEMS switch device.
sions as shown in Fig 2.3.2 were chosen for the prototype device.
2.3.3 Optical Analysis
One important parameter that must be considered at an early stage of the designing of
the device is the height of the (unactuated) position of the bridge from the substrate.
Not only must the electrostatic and mechanical properties of the device be considered,
but also the optical properties of the material along with its interaction with the ring
resonator are a crucial factor for the device to function in its prescribed way.
The analysis of the interaction of the conductive bridge with the ring resonator
was carried out by use of a mode-solver. A Matlab program by Milos et al.[57] was
used for this calculation. This program uses finite-difference in time domain (FDTD)
with perfectly matched layers (PML) to solve for the electromagnetic fields in and
around the waveguides. A value of 2.93 + 5.33i was used as the index of refraction
of TiN at 1550nm[29] for this analysis. The calculation results as shown in Fig 2.4.2
revealed that an approximately 1im spacing is sufficient for the conductive bridge to
not interfere with any of the modes of the waveguide, hence the gap-size was chosen
to be 1pum. A thickness of 3pm was verified to be enough to prevent leaking of modes
from the waveguides into the silicon substrate from the same analysis, and yet thin
enough that it can be fabricated with reasonable fabrication efforts.
The effective gap do between the MEMS bridge and the substrate can be calculated
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Figure 2.3.3: Mode-solver analysis of the Loss in the ring waveguide as a function of
the distance between the metal slab and the ring resonator.
as
do = da + td (2.3.16)
where da is the gap of air, td the thickness of the silicon oxide layer, and Ed the relative
permittivity of silicon oxide. From this calculation, the effective gap of this device is
derived to be 1.79pm.
From the above, the results of electromechanical analysis were derived as shown
in Table 2.3.1.
2.4 Numerical Analysis
The deflection of MEMS actuators can be analyzed by applying beam bending theory.
The bridge for this device can be modeled as a fixed-fixed beam with an equivalent
"pressure" of the force described by equation 2.3.1 distributed equally along the
length of the beam. The governing equation of the beam with negligible stress can
Table 2.3.1: Results of electromechanical analysis of the MEMS bridge structure.
Parameter Value
pull-in voltage V14 10.2 V
stiffness k 0.568 N/m
damping b 1.2x10-
resonant frequency wo 720 kHz
effective mass m 1.10x10
damping ratio ( 0.076
damped natural frequency wd 718 kHz
response time t, 2.3 ps
actuation time t, 4.25ps
quality factor Q 6.57
be expressed as
~dg 9 E0V2W )EI = 2 2- 1+ 0.65 (2.4.1)dx4  2g2
where I is the effective moment of inertia, and the second term on the right hand
side is a correction term for the fringing effects [85]. The center deflection, which we
are most interested in, can be obtained by substituting x = L/2 to the solution of
this equation. This differential equation can be solved numerically by use of finite
difference methods [54]. However, beam bending theory assumes that the amount
of deflection is small compared to the thickness of the beam, allowing to neglect
the nonlinear effects of deflection. As the amount of deflection largely exceeds the
thickness of the beam, as will occur when operating the proposed device, the actual
deflection will start to diverge from the amount predicted by the beam bending theory.
Due to this problem, and also since the actual MEMS bridges have non-ideal
boundary conditions (i.e. the anchors of the bridge structures are not optimally
rigidly fixed), ANSYS University Advanced Version Release 8.0 was used in order to
numerically simulate the behavior of the device.
Fig 2.4.1 shows a schematic of the simulation field. The simulation was conducted
in 2D since the bridge is uniform in the direction of the width, and a 3D model
would consume large amounts of memory and computing time while the precision of
the simulation would not change significantly. Note that no contact elements were
Figure 2.4.1: Simulation field of ANSYS for finite element analysis of the MEMS
switch. The triangles depict the degree-of-freedom constraints. The diagram is not
drawn to scale, and voltage constraints are not shown.
defined because the simulation was only conducted within the range in which the
bridge does not collide with the substrate underneath. It is not necessarily beneficial
to model the behavior of the bridge after contact, since there are many aspects, such
as surface tension, that are very important in analyzing the behavior within this range
but are not modeled in this simulation. The electrical boundary conditions (voltage)
was applied to the boundaries of the bridge and the substrate regions and was sweeped
from OV to the pull-in voltage, although not shown in the figure. The ESSOLV macro,
which is readily available in ANSYS, was used to conduct the coupled electrostatic
simulation [1].
Fig 2.4.2 shows the result from this simulation along with numerical calculations
of the beam bending theory and a parallel-plate lumped element model calculation.
The effective gap height was used to calculate the solutions for the beam bending
theory and parallel-plate model, while the oxide layer was actually implemented in
the finite element model. It can be seen that the three methods coincide very well
when the deflection is very small, up to about 0.2pm, but the ANSYS model diverges
largely from the other two since it takes into account the nonlinearity that affects the
structure significantly when the deflection is large compared to the thickness of the
beam.
Notice that, according to ANSYS FEA, pull-in occurs inside the oxide layer, where
the bridge cannot physically deflect into. The bridge deflects almost linearly with
voltage down to the surface of the oxide, and touches down at approximately 22V.
Combining this with the relationship of voltage and the loss in the ring resonator
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Figure 2.4.2: Simulation results of applied voltage versus deflection. The lumped
model and finite difference methods exhibit pull-in at about 1OV, and renders unstable
beyond that point.
obtained in Fig 2.3.3, we acquire Fig 2.4.3, which describes the relation between the
applied voltage to the device and the quality factor Q of the ring resonator.
In order to switch the ring resonators off in a cross-connect switching system,
Q's of well below 100 must be achieved [78]. From Fig. 2.3.3, it can be seen that
the MEMS bridge must get within about 100nm of the ring waveguide, and from
Fig. 2.4.3, an actuation voltage of 20V is required. This voltage can be reduced by
adding more compliance to the MEMS structure by changing its dimensions, etc or
patterning electrodes underneath the bridge structure and using them instead of the
silicon wafer which at present serves as the electrode.
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Figure 2.4.3: Combined simulation results of applied voltage versus induced loss.

Chapter 3
Fabrication and Experiments
In this Chapter, the fabrication and testing setup as well as the results are discussed.
First, the fabrication method of both the ring resonator waveguides and the MEMS
bridge is presented. Then, the experimental setup is shown followed by testing results.
3.1 Fabrication of TiN MEMS optical switches
The MEMS optical switch was fabricated using standard MEMS fabrication tech-
niques. The fabrication process is CMOS compatible, allowing for simple integration
with a larger system including CMOS electronics as well as other MEMS and OIC
components.
3.1.1 Fabrication of Ring Resonator Waveguides
The ring resonator waveguides can be fabricated by conventional micro-fabrication
technologies. Fig 3.1.1 shows an example of the fabrication process using scanning
electron beam lithography[9]. Detailed design and fabrication issues regarding the
ring resonators is beyond the scope of this thesis. Refer to [18] or [9] for in-depth
analysis and discussion of this topic.
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Figure 3.1.1: Fabrication process for ring resonators by using scanning electron-beam
lithography systems [9].
3.1.2 Fabrication of TiN MEMS bridges
Titanium Nitride bridges were fabricated on top of the waveguides mentioned above
for evanescent interference and switching of the resonance. Fig 3.1.2 shows the basic
fabrication flow of the device.
First, one micron of polysilicon sacrificial layer was deposited with CVD over the
substrate with the waveguide structures (a). This polysilicon layer was patterned and
etched with standard photolithography and reactive ion etching (RIE) (b). Then,
a titanium nitride layer was deposited on top (c) and the bridge structures were
defined by etching (d). After that, the wafers were annealed at 500'C in a nitrogen
gas chamber for at least 20 hours. Finally, the polysilicon layer was dry etched with
xenon difluoride (XeF2 ) (e).
Polysilicon was used as the sacrificial material for its ability to be dry etched with
xenon difluoride. Dry etching of the sacrificial material prevents stiction problems
that often arises when wet etching sacrificial layers. When wet etching is used, the
cantilever or bridge structure often sticks to the bottom substrate due to surface
tension of the etching solution while drying, and is often very difficult to release the
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Figure 3.1.2: Fabrication process for titanium nitride bridges.
structure once it is stuck. In addition, etching with xenon difluoride provides decent
selectivity relative to silicon nitride, silicon dioxide, and titanium nitride, all of which
are exposed on the device before and/or after the etching of polysilicon.
Etching of Titanium Nitride
Both wet and dry etching methods were experimented in order to define the bridge
structure. Titanium nitride can be etched with a couple of chemistries, such as
NH4 0H:H 202 :H 2 0=4:1:1 (RCA standard clean 1) or H2SO4 :H202 =3:1 (piranha clean)[16].
Notice that photoresist cannot be used as the mask material for either of these
chemistries, since they are also used to remove organics from wafers. Therefore,
hard masks such as oxide will be needed to pattern TiN with these chemistries, which
will add one extra step to the fabrication process.
Titanium nitride can also be dry etched with reactive ion etching (RIE). Al-
though several different chemistries can be used, such as C12 /N 2 , C12/Ar/CHF 3 ,
C12/N 2/CHF 3, C12/CHF 3 [3], BCL 3/C 2 was used in this work. The use of this chem-
istry has an advantage that it is the same chemistry used to pattern the polysilicon
sacrificial layer, and therefore can etch into the polysilicon layer very easily. Nor-
mally, it would be considered undesirable to etch through the underlying material,
but since this layer is sacrificial, it is not necessary to retain the full thickness of this
layer. In fact, the etching of polysilicon at this point will allow for less time in xenon
difluoride etching later on. This is a significant advantage since although not large,
the etch rate of all of the underlying materials with xenon difluoride is not zero. This
chemistry has an etch selectivity of about 0.9:1 against photoresist, and the etch rate
is about 5000A/min.
Xenon Difluoride Dry Etching of Polysilicon
Xenon difluoride has an especially high selectivy against oxide, and in some occasions,
the native oxide that forms on the polysilicon surface can hinder proper etching of
polysilicon. Therefore, the samples were dipped in buffered oxide etchant (BOE) for
about 5 seconds just prior to the dry etching of silicon. BOE was found to damage the
titanium nitride bridges when they were immersed for more than 30 seconds. Use of
BOE also eliminates the native oxide on the surface of the silicon substrate. Since the
substrate will be used as an electrode, elimination of the oxide reduces the resistance
of the device.
The polysilicon layer took about 250sec to completely disappear from beneath
the bridge. Compared to what has been shown in literature [20, 79], the etch rate
of about 100A/s (considering that an undercut of 2.5pm is required to completely
release the bridge) is rather slow. Etch rates of xenon difluoride dry etching rely on
many aspects, including the total amount of silicon exposed in the etch chamber,
the etch window (i.e. the area of the opening from which XeF2 can diffuse into the
silicon in order to etch), and the time of each pulse. Especially, the fact that the etch
window of our device is very small (1pm from the sides of the bridge and 2pm from
the etch holes) can be attributed to the slow etching.
Another problem associated with xenon difluoride etching was that titanium ni-
tride etched considerably fast when there was little silicon in the etching chamber,
even though it has been reported that there was no measurable etching of TiN in other
configurations [20]. This caused difficulty in etching underneath the MEMS structures
and releasing them before damaging the structures. Fig 3.1.3 shows a scanning elec-
Figure 3.1.3: Micrograph of a bridge of which the polysilicon sacrificial layer was not
underetched while the titanium nitride structure above was damaged by XeF2.
tron micrograph of some of the samples that exhibited this problem. It can be seen
that the titanium nitride bridges are fiercely attacked while the polysilicon under-
neath is still remaining. In order to resolve this problem, dummy silicon chips were
put into the etching chamber to increase the area of exposed silicon by approximately
three times. This slowed down the etch rate significantly, and although longer time
was needed to etch away the polysilicon sacrificial layer, no damage was able to be
detected on the titanium nitride structures.
Wafer Dicing
Proper dicing of the wafers was crucial in obtaining samples that could be tested. In
order for input and output fibers to be able to butt-couple light into the waveguides
on the device, the silicon nitride waveguides must have very smooth facets at the
edge of the dies, which is very difficult to obtain with normal dicing methods using
a diesaw. Also, the titanium nitride bridges had to be protected from the particles
that were produced by the diesaw.
This difficulty has been overcome by a combination of diesaw and cleaving. As
shown in Fig 3.1.4, the front side of the wafer was coated with a 5pm layer of pho-
toresist and then the wafer was cut by the diesaw from the backside. The height
of the blade was adjusted so that it left about 200pm from the top surface uncut.
waveguide
groove made by diesaw
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 3.1.4: Schematic illustration of the dicing method used to obtain good waveg-
uide facets.
Then, the wafers were cleaved manually along the grooves made by the diesaw, frac-
turing the waveguides along with the uncut part of the wafer. This method produced
a flat facet at the edge of the waveguides reliably without requiring any polishing.
The thick photoresist also acts as a barrier for the bridge structures so that particles
produced by the diesaw do not arrive at the surface of the structures. The etching
of the sacrificial polysilicon was done after the diesaw and removal of the protective
photoresist; otherwise, the vibration of the diesaw can damage the bridge structures
very easily.
3.2 Annealing of the TiN MEMS Bridges
The titanium nitride bridges were initially annealed in atmosphere. However, exper-
imental data showed that this allows for oxidation on the surfaces of the titanium
nitride bridge, as well as silicidation by diffusion of silicon from the sacrificial layer
underneath.
Therefore, annealing of titanium nitride in a nitrogen ambient was investigated.
Initial experiments were conducted by annealing titanium nitride membranes at 500*C
and obtaining the annealing curve as a function of time. Then, device wafers were
annealed at the appropriate temperature obtained from the curve and measured with
the Zygo profilometer and observed under a scanning electrode microscope (SEM).
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Figure 3.2.1: Profilometer measurements of an un-annealed bridge, and two annealed
bridge, one of which is flat and another which deformed to a strange shape.
3.2.1 Annealing in Air
An initial annealing experiment of titanium nitride conducted in air without any
specific air/gas flow control, where the temperature was controlled to ascend from
room temperature to 500C at 2 C per minute, then down to room temperature again
without dwelling time at 500'C showed that the stress decreases from -822.6MPa to
40MPa over the annealing time [51].
Device wafers were annealed by the same procedure, and their profiles were mea-
sure with the Zygo white-light profilometry system. The results of annealing were
very random, and although there were some bridges that had a flat profile, many
had irregular, unpredictable shapes. Fig 3.2.1 shows the measurement results for an
un-annealed bridge, a flat annealed bridge, and a bridge that was annealed but was
non-flat.
An X-ray diffraction (XRD) scan revealed that the sacrificial silicon underneath
the bridge diffused into the titanium nitride bridge, altering the material of the bridge
into titanium silicide. This was not desirable for the device since titanium silicide
has completely different material properties and may be inappropriate for the optical
function of the device. Also, the irregular profile of the bridges was conjectured to be
due to uneven diffusion of the silicon. Hence, the diffusion of silicon must be inhibited
in order to reliably fabricate flat bridges.
One way to prevent the diffusion problem is to deposit a diffusion barrier between
the titanium nitride bridge and the polysilicon sacrificial layer. However, unless the
diffusion layer is isotropically dry etched after the release of the bridge (the etching
chemistry will have to be able to reach underneath the bridge in order to etch the
diffusion barrier, and wet etching will cause stiction problems to the bridges), the
bridge will essentially be a bilayer of two different materials with different thermal
expansion coefficients, creating another cause for residual stress bending of the bridge.
Therefore, different measures must be taken to prevent the diffusion of silicide.
3.2.2 Annealing in Nitrogen
Annealing in a nitrogen(N 2 ) ambient was proposed for this purpose. It was assumed
that the abundant presence of nitrogen atoms in the ambient would increase the bond-
ing of titanium to nitrogen and hence preventing the oxidation and silicon diffusion.
Fig 3.2.2 shows an initial experiment of annealing titanium nitride membranes in
nitrogen ambient. The samples were annealed in a furnace at a set temperature of
500'C. The curves in the figure show a least-squares fit of the data. It can be seen that
the stress reaches zero state at approximately 20 hours. Also noticable is the large
divergence between samples of the same annealing time, which may be due to the
unideal temperature control of the furnace, which was observed to have a divergence
of 10'C between the front thermometer and the back thermometer of the furnace.
The wafers used for this experiment were test grade wafers, and some wafers had
small bowing as they were purchased. Note that the stress reduction on the wafer
level does not necessarily convert directly to flattening of the bridge. In other words,
stress reaching zero at 20 hours does not necessarily mean that the bridges on the
wafer will be completely flat after release with that amount of time. This is because
the bridge geometry may generate different stress concentration profiles compared to
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Figure 3.2.2: Stress measurements of 0.25pm thick TiN layer after annealing for 6-24
hours.
the wafer, especially near the bridge corners. However, this initial experiment will
give us an idea of the annealing time needed to eliminate the stress.
Some MEMS bridges (without the waveguides underneath) were fabricated with
this annealing method. Fig 3.2.3 shows SEM micrographs of the fabricated MEMS
bridges.
3.3 Experimental Setup
The MEMS bridges fabricated by the above-mentioned method were tested mechan-
ically by using a Zygo profilometer and a voltage source that can supply voltage up
to 500V. Fig 3.3.1 shows a schematic diagram of the testing system. Since probe tips
were not usable due to the small working distance of the Zygo system, the samples
with the bridges were packaged so that lead wires could convey the voltage to the
bridges. The extra wiring does result in extra resistance in the circuitry and could
therefore cause an increase in the actuation voltage, but these effects were considered
acceptable for initial experiments.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.2.3: Scanning electron micrograph of (a) non-annealed and (b) annealed
titanium nitride bridges. The deflection of the non-annealed bridge can be seen to
have vanished by the annealing.
3.4 Results and Discussion
First, the bridge profile was measured under open-circuit conditions. The results
of the measurement for a non-annealed titanium nitride bridge and two results of
annealed bridges are shown in Fig 3.2.3 (a) and (b), respectively. It can be seen that
the deflection due to residual stress has been greatly relieved by annealing. However,
some bridges with unpredictable profiles were observed, one of which is shown in the
figure. As XRD measurements were conducted on these devices, it was revealed that
titanium silicide was forming during annealing due to diffusion of silicon from the
sacrificial layer.
Annealing in the nitrogen ambient resulted in more reliable bridge shapes, al-
though tuning the parameters, such as the precise annealing time, is difficult. Ideally
flat bridges were not obtained at any of our operating points.
Next, voltage was applied to the bridges in order to measure their behavior. The
voltage was slowly applied to the bridges ramping up to 100V. Fig 3.4.1 shows the
amount of deflection at the center of the structure as the voltage was increased. It
can be seen that the voltage-versus-deflection curve does not resemble the simulation
shown in the previous chapter, but its behavior is very similar to that described as
Figure 3.3.1: Experimental set-up of the measurement of the bridge profile.
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Figure 3.4.1: Experimental results for a voltage versus deflection curve. It can be
seen that the curve does not resemble the previous analysis, but is very similar to the
results of the dielectric charging model that has been proposed by Nielson [51]
the dielectric charging model introduced in [51].
The reason for the rather high pull-in voltage compared to what is theoretically
predicted may be due to some stress still remaining in the structure and stiffening
the bridge. The effect of the stress to the pull-in voltage can be quite large, and is
described in detail in [40]. Also, the non-ideal packaging method may be introducing
additional resistance into the system, requiring a higher operating voltage.

Chapter 4
Strain-Energy Switching and
MEMS Tuner Design
In the previous Chapters, the design, implementation and feasibility of a MEMS
switching of ring resonator add-drop filter has been discussed. However, in order
for the device to be a practical component of a larger optical telecommunication or
computational system, several hurdles must still be cleared.
One of these hurdles is actuation at fast speeds with a low voltage. It is crucial
for the device to be able to actuate at the voltage level of integrated circuits, while
fulfilling the speed requirements imposed by the telecommunication and computation
industry.
One way to overcome this problem is to use the strain-energy switching method
proposed by Nielson[51]. This method utilizes two stationary electrodes instead of
one, which is the case with the MEMS switch, but can be implemented utilizing the
work that has been shown in the previous Chapters.
Also, in addition to switching optical add-drop filters between on and off, it would
be very useful for optical integrated circuits to have tunable filters with which the
add-drop wavelength can be altered dynamically. A system which implements this
concept by use of MEMS has been proposed by Nielson in the same work cited above.
This implementation is very similar to the MEMS optical switch discussed in this
work.
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Figure 4.1.1: Conceptual sketch of the strain-energy switching method. (a) A de-
formable electrode is placed between two electrodes. Voltage is applied to either of
the electrodes, and the deformable electrode alternates between the two positions
illustrated in (b) and (c) [51].
This Chapter will present a practical design for both the strain-energy switching
and the integrated optics MEMS add-drop wavelength tuner as well as their capabil-
ities. The two types of devices can be designed in a very similar fashion, with only
one essential difference which is the material that interferes with the ring resonator.
First, the concept and design for the strain-energy switching will be shown. Then,
similarly, the concept and design of the MEMS optical tuner will be shown, followed
by numerical analysis of this device.
4.1 Strain-Energy Switching
In a previous work [51], a three-electrode configuration of the MEMS switch has
been proposed for ultra-fast switching. Fig 4.1.1 shows a conceptual diagram of the
proposed system. By use of a third electrode on the other side of the actuated bridge
and control of applied voltage between the two sets of capacitor electrodes(one of
which acts as an electrode for both capacitors), a tuning speed of around lysec can
be achieved with a significantly low voltage[511. This is the fastest predicted actuation
method of MEMS devices to date to the best of the author's knowledge. Since [51],
this principle has been reduced to practice and shown to be valid [521.
4.1.1 Concept of Strain-Energy Switching
The low-voltage actuation of this switching method relies on the strain energy being
accumulated in the mechanical system during the pull-in process. Pulling-in of the
MEMS bridge is initiated by a number of mechanical oscillations rather than at once.
This allows for pull-in with lower required voltage. When the bridge is released
from the electrostatic force, the bridge will significantly overshoot, given that the
mechanical damping of the device is low. At this point, the fixed electrode on the
other side will be able to pull in the bridge at the hold voltage, which is typically
lower than the pull-in voltage. This switching procedure can be repeated without ever
requiring the high pull-in voltage, as long as the stored stress energy is maintained.
If the stored energy is decreased, the loading oscillatory procedure can be repeated
to bring the device to its ideal operational state.
This mechanism can be implemented by adding an extra electrode on top of
the MEMS optical add-drop switch that was discussed in the previous Chapters.
Voltage will be applied to both electrode in a controlled fasion in order to control the
"swinging" of the MEMS structure.
4.1.2 Design of the Strain-Energy Switching Device
A practical implementation of strain-induced actuation is shown in Fig 4.1.2. The de-
vice consists of two wafers. The bridge is located on one wafer, and the ring resonator
on the other. The two substrates are bonded by thermocompression bonding.
There are several advantages in utilizing a two-wafer process. The most salient one
is the elimination of further "stacking" of layers on top of the bridge. The aforemen-
tioned MEMS switching device already has four layers with three photolithography
steps, and simply adding another electrode layer above the bridge would add up to
five layers and four photolithography steps (two of them being sacrificial layers). On
the other hand, the waferbonding method will only require three layers at most on
each wafer, reducing the complication. In general, adding layers increases complexity
in both the design of both the device itself and the fabrication process. For example,
etching of layers relies on the selectivity of the material that is needed to etch against
the material that is exposed underneath, which must not be attacked by the specific
etching chemistry. One way to overcome this problem is use of techniques such as
lift-off, but this technique generally increases complexity in other aspects [48]. Also,
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Figure 4.1.2: Schematic diagram of the strain-energy switch utilizing the waferbond-
ing architecture.
more patterned layers underneath cause the photoresist on the higher layers to become
uneven, increasing the difficulties of photolithography or lift-off of fine features.
Another important advantage of this architecture is that the fabrication of the
optical components (in this case, the ring resonator waveguides) is decoupled from
the fabrication of the MEMS components. In other words, these components are
processed independently of each other until they are waferbonded at the end. Since
the optical components are by no means restricted to silicon nitride ring resonator
waveguides, the fabrication of these devices could potentially require certain materials
or process steps that are not compatible with further fabrication of MEMS structures
on top of the optics. Even if the fabrication process of the optical components is not
CMOS compatible, the MEMS bridge could still have embedded CMOS circuitry as
long as the bridge material is properly selected (i.e. a CMOS incompatible material).
Hence, more flexibility is given to the application of the device.
The waferbonding method can provide hermetic sealing of the structure at the
same time, depending on the type of waferbonding chosen. It is advantageous in gen-
eral to operate vibrating MEMS structures in vacuum or near vacuum conditions to
eliminate air damping. In this application, however, vacuum packaging plays an even
more important role. As mentioned above, this concept relies on the assumption that
the MEMS structure will overshoot as it is released from the electrostatic force that
is holding the structure down (or up, when the top electrode is actuated). However,
for a structure of size as small as the one considered here, overshoot is difficult to
achieve in 'the presence of air damping. Therefore, it is crucial for this device to have
a hermetically sealing package, which can be provided by the waferbonding method
simultaneously with the required electrode configuration.
4.1.3 Modeling and Analysis of the Device
Analysis based on [51] was conducted in order to evaluate the performance of the
device. In [51], a lumped parameter model considering both mechanical and electrical
properties of the device was used (Fig 4.1.3). From this work, the hold voltage
Vh needed to hold the deflecting bridge in the pull-in position of either one of the
electrodes is
2k (do - )(&
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and the switching voltage V, needed to alter between the two pull-in states is
V = 3\ kd , (4.1.2)
where Qm is the mechanical quality factor of the system.
For our device, the thickness of the dielectric layer must be at least 2.5pm to
prevent evanescent coupling of the light propagating in the ring resonators to the
substrate, so a practical value of 3[pm was used. Hence, from equation (4.1.1), the
hold voltage Vh is 4V when the initial gap of the bridge do is 1pm, significantly lower
than the pull-in voltage of a normal electrostatically actuated MEMS switch.
It is ideal to have equal or less switching voltage than the hold voltage so that the
same voltage level can be used both for switching and holding the electrode. In this
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Figure 4.1.3: Lumped model of the strain-energy switching device from [51].
case, from equations (4.1.1) and (4.1.2), a quality factor of
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or higher is needed [511, which in this case is about 2.4.
4.2 The MEMS Dynamic Tuning of Optical Add-
Drop Filters
Previously, we have discussed the advantages of utilization of MEMS as an optical
wavelength dependant add-drop switch. However, the same configuration can be used
as an optical add-drop wavelength tuner with a few modifications. These modifica-
tions include adding another layer of electrodes on top of the bridge, altering the
MEMS bridge material from a conductive to a dielectric material, and modifying the
actuation to multistable or analog, as opposed to binary. Multistable and analog
actuation increase positioning uncertainty; therefore, position sensing and feedback
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Figure 4.2.1: Conceptual illustration of the MEMS tuner. In the figure on the left,
the dielectric slab is far enough from the ring that the it is unaffected and drops its
resonance wavelength. However, when the dielectric slab moves closer to the ring
waveguide, as in the figure on the right, the resonant wavelength, and therefore the
drop wavelength, shifts [51].
control are required for the tuner.
4.2.1 Concept of the MEMS Optical Tuner
By moving the dielectric membrane within the evanescent field of the ring resonator,
the effective refractive index of the ring resonator changes as a function of the distance
of the dielectric membrane and the ring waveguide. In turn, the change in effective
index shifts the resonant wavelength; therefore, the drop wavelength can be tuned by
moving the dielectric membrane (c.f. equation (1.2.1))(Fig4.2.1).
The use of electrostatically actuated MEMS bridges allows for the required en-
ergy to be very small compared to other commonly used methods of tuning, such as
thermal and electro-optic. Furthermore, the switching and tuning speed can be up
to a thousand times faster than thermal methods, and the bridge causes smaller loss
to the ring than carrier injection1 .
'Carrier injection causes absorption in the waveguides which lead to high insertion losses.
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Figure 4.2.2: Schematic diagram of the tuner design using thermocompression wafer-
bonding. Va is the actuation voltage and V, is the sensing voltage for the feedback
control.
4.2.2 Design of the MEMS Optical Tuner
Fig 4.2.2 shows a schematic diagram of the MEMS tuner. Just as in the case of the
strain-energy actuation, electrodes are needed on both sides of the bridge, allowing
for electrostatic actuation with one of them and deflection measurement with the
other. Due to the nonlinearity of electrostatic actuation, the electrodes on the ring
side should be used as the sensing electrodes while those on the other side should be
the actuation electrodes (hence V, in Fig 4.2.2 is the sensing voltage and V is the
actuation voltage). By doing so, the smallest displacement per unit voltage difference
occurs farthest from the waveguides, and the highest sensitivity is obtained in the
most proximal position. According to [51], a displacement of 2.7pm, which is more
than needed for a practical WDM optical communication system, can be achieved by
proper design of the MEMS structure and the feedback loop.
This section will focus on the design of the MEMS structure. The design of the
control loop and feedback circuitry were carried out in [76].
In designing the optical tuner device, the first point that must be considered is the
dielectric material to be used. The selection of the material depends upon microfabri-
cation capabilities as well as optical properties. In this work, silicon oxynitride (SiON)
was chosen due to its wide use in CMOS fabrication and the ability to tune the index
of refraction between n = 1.5 and 2.0 [5]. Silicon oxynitride is often used in anti-
reflection coatings (ARC) for lithography applications [10] and optical waveguides
[49] and other devices [43]. It can be deposited by plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) [5], RF magnetron sputtering [44], or dual ion beam sputtering
[61]. The index of refraction can be changed by tuning the atomic concentration of
nitrogen, which is determined by the various deposition parameters such as nitrogen
and nitrous oxide gaseous flows [5]. The index of refraction can also be tuned by
annealing in nitrogen or oxygen ambient [83], but the change in the index by this
method is rather small, in the order of 10-2.
Vertically Coupled Ring Resonators
For optimal tuning performance with minimum loss, note that the ring resonator
must be coupled vertically (i.e. the ring waveguide must lie on top of the bus and
the drop waveguide, allowing evanescent coupling between the top of the straight
waveguides and the bottom of the ring waveguide). In this way, the dielectric slab
will be able to cover the whole ring waveguide, but not couple with parts of the bus
and drop waveguides (Fig 4.2.3). This will prevent loss in the bus waveguides due to
the change in the effective index of refraction when the dielectric slab couples to the
waveguides' evanescent fields.
The fabrication of this kind of architecture has been investigated in previous
works, [41, 59, 63], and need not be considered a new challenge. Note that both
[59] and [63] used polymers as both the core and the cladding material for ease of
fabrication, while [41] used silicon dioxide (Si0 2 ) as the cladding material and Ta 2 0 5 -
Si0 2 as the core material. The latter was chosen because its refractive index can be
adjusted by changing the ratio of Ta2 0 5 to Si0 2 concentrations, but the fabrication
process is quite sophisticated. In either case, the waferbonding architecture presented
here can be directly applied, since the architecture does not rely on the material or
configuration of the waveguides.
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Figure 4.2.3: Schematic diagram of a vertically coupled ring resonator add/drop filter.
4.2.3 Numerical Analysis
The ANSYS and mode-solver simulation that was conducted in Chapter 2 was mod-
ified to analyze the behavior of the MEMS tuner. Fig 4.2.4 shows the analysis field
of the MEMS tuner for ANSYS. Due to the fact that the boundary conditions are
not ideal at the anchors of the MEMS bridge and that the bridge is actuated from
above instead of below, which is the typical case in this type of electrostatic actuation,
the voltage-versus-deflection curve is slightly different from what was obtained in the
MEMS switch analysis, although basic characteristics (e.g. enhanced nonlinearity at
large deflections, pull-in beneath the oxide layer, etc.) remain the same.
First, the shift of resonant wavelength was obtained as a function of the distance
between the dielectric slab and the ring resonator by using the mode-solver. A typical
set of dimensions was used for the ring resonator, as denoted in Table 4.2.1. The
dimensions of the ring resonator can be altered as desired according to the specific
application or range of resonant wavelength that is of interest. Fig 4.2.5 shows the
results from the mode-solver for a silicon oxynitride slab whose index of refraction
was set to n = 1.5, 1.8 and 2.0. Although the imaginary part of the index of refraction
was considered in the simulation, it turned out to have no noticeable difference on
the resonant wavelengths.
The loss induced by the ring resonator tuner is plotted in Fig 4.2.6. Values of
C_ _M
Figure 4.2.4: Simulation field of ANSYS for finite element analysis of the MEMS
tuner. The triangles depict the degree-of-freedom constraints. The diagram is notdrawn to scale, and voltage constraints are not shown.
Table 4.2.1: Parameters of the ring resonator filter used for mode-solver analysis ofMEMS tuner. 
__________ 
_____
Dimension Value
ring outer radius 8pm
waveguide width 800nm
waveguide heigth 400nm
index of refraction of waveguide 2.2
index of refraction of surrounding air 1.0
index of oxide underneath the ring 1.445
input wavelength 1550nm
k = 1 x 10- 4 - 5 x 104 was used as the imaginary part of the index of refraction in the
vicinity of 1550nm, depending on the real part of the index [43]. Notice that although
using higher index allows for a larger tuning range, it causes more loss in the rings
especially as the dielectric slab approaches the ring waveguide. This is because the
higher index material available also exhibit larger extinction coefficient k. Therefore,
the index of refraction must be carefully chosen considering the specifications given.
Once the relationship between the position of the dielectric slab and the resonant
wavelength is understood, ANSYS can be used to simulate the voltage required to
deflect the MEMS structure to the certain position.
It can be seen from Fig. 4.2.5 that the dielectric slab needs to move up to about
500nm above the ring waveguide to utilize the full extent of the range of tunable
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Figure 4.2.5: Mode-solver simulation results for a plot of the resonant wavelength
nearest to 1550nm as a function of the gap between the SiON slab and the ring
waveguide for a dielectric slab with an index of refraction of n = 1.5, 1.8 and 2.0.
wavelength. When the index contrast between the ring and the tuning bridge is suf-
ficiently high, as in the case of n < 1.8 (see Figure 4.2.6), the ideal gap at the longest
wavelength should equal zero (i.e. the ring and the bridge should be in contact).
However, this would require very stringent control over some of the fabrication pa-
rameters (details will be discussed in Section 4.3). Therefore, a more reasonable value
of 50nm was used as the minimum gap height for the purpose of this analysis. There-
fore, in order to actuate the MEMS structure from above (using the device wafer as
an electrode), the MEMS structure must be at 50nm above the ring waveguide at its
rest position, and must be able to deflect by at least 450nm. In order to have enough
margin at the most deflected position, simulations were conducted for MEMS bridges
with lpm and 2 pm gaps underneath. Fig 4.2.7 shows the voltage-versus deflection
curve for these configurations.
By combining the mechanical analysis with the mode-solver analysis results, we
can obtain the resonant wavelength shift as a function of the voltage applied to the
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Figure 4.2.6: Mode-solver simulation results for a plot of the loss as a function of the
gap between the SiON slab and the ring waveguide for a dielectric slab with an index
of refraction of n = 1.5,1.8 and 2.0. Notice that the imaginary part of the index
of refraction increases as the real part increases. The Q of the slab with n = 2.0
at distance zero is not plotted because the mode-solver exhibited numerical errors in
calculating the Q value for this configuration.
MEMS tuner. A least squares fit of a 4th order polynomial was conducted to the
curve obtained in Fig. 4.2.7, a 6th order polynomial was fitted to the curve in Fig.
4.2.5, and the two equations were combined to obtain Fig. 4.2.8. The R2 values of
the fitted curves were all greater than 0.999. The results for a device with a 1ptm gap
and a 2ptm gap are shown in order to illustrate the effects of the gap height to the
behavior of the device.
The device has a wavelength tuning range of over 30nm with a dielectric slab
of index equal to 1.8, and 50nm for an index of 2.0, in both cases with an applied
voltage of about 15V. Ideally, the region of operation should lie where the shift in
resonant wavelength has a linear behavior as a function of applied voltage. It can be
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Figure 4.2.7: ANSYS simulation results for a plot of the deflection of the MEMS
bridge as a function of the applied voltage for devices with gap heights of 1pm and
2pam.
seen from the two graphs that the increase in gap height allows for a shallower slope,
but requires a larger voltage. The former is beneficial for fine tuning of the resonant
wavelength, but the latter may become a disadvantage especially when implementing
the device within a larger CMOS system, where the operation voltage should be
compatible with electrical integrated circuits.
Note that, in the analysis above, the dielectric slab was assumed to be perfectly
flat over the ring resonator, which will not be the case in the actual device. The
MEMS bridge will have a certain curvature, and therefore the electro-magnetic inter-
action with the ring resonator is assumed to be more complicated. From the ANSYS
simulations, the radius of curvature of the bridge above the ring waveguide is calcu-
lated to be about 1.8mm, assuming a ring radius of 20pm (which is large for a HIC
ring resonator) placed beneath the center of the bridge. The difference in distance of
the bridge from the ring waveguide at the edge and at the center, i.e. the vertical
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Figure 4.2.8: Simulation results of applied voltage versus resonant wavelength. (a)
shows the behavior of a device with a gap of 1pm, and (b) shows the behavior of a
device with a gap of 2pm.
deflection, is approximately 0.11pLm. The bridge could be elongated in order to re-
duce this effect, or the bridge could be designed in a completely different fashion, for
example as shown in Fig 4.2.9 The design of such a bridge structure is beyond the
scope of this thesis.
4.3 Fabrication
The two devices mentioned above utilize the same concept of adding an extra electrode
by waferbonding the MEMS device wafer to a wafer with the optical elements. This
section will discuss the fabrication process and practical issues that must be considered
in actually fabricating this device.
Figure 4.2.9: Schematic diagram of the top view of bridges in which curvature at
the center can be reduced significantly. The triangles denote the edges in which the
anchors restrict its deflection.
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Process Flow
A process flow for the waferbonding architecture is shown in Fig 4.3.1 The bridge is
fabricated on a wafer without ring resonators as described in Section 3.1.2, and the
ring resonators are fabricated on another wafer as described in Section 3.1.1. Then,
both wafers are coated with 10nm of titanium and 1.3pm of gold. These layers are
patterned with photolithography and then etched with wet chemistry. After cleaning
the wafers with acetone and methanol and then exposing them to UV ozone for 30
minutes, the wafers are thermocompressively bonded.
Gold Thermocompression Bonding
Thermocompression bonding is a method of waferbonding in which the two bonding
layers (usually gold or copper) are pressed together at a certain pressure while apply-
ing heat. The application of pressure induces deformation of the bonding material to
accommodate local asperities and wafer bow. As the high temperature is applied, the
requirement for the pressure to cause plastic deformation becomes relaxed. Therefore,
employing both pressure and temperature at the same time allows for firm bonding
that could not be achieved by either one alone.
The reason that gold thermocompression bonding is proposed in this study is
because this technique requires less rigorous cleaning and flattening of the bonding
surfaces. This is due to the properties of gold which is highly oxidation and corrosion
resistant, and has low yield stress. It has been shown that gold becomes coated with
adsorbed organic films when exposed to the atmosphere, and it is these films that are
responsible in most failures of bonding[32]. It has also been shown that UV expo-
sure is effective in removing the contamination films, and will enhance waferbonding
reliability.
The fact that rigorous flattening is not necessary renders the method suitable for
a prototype of the device, focusing on the capabilities of the waferbonded architecture
rather than the waferbonding method itself.
Other advantages of using gold thermocompression bonding include the ability
to hermetically seal the device, and the conductivity of the packaging. The latter
advantage can be utilized in order to obtain electrical contact to the electrodes inside
of the packaging from the outside.
Among the critical parameters of the device is the height of the dielectric slab from
the ring resonator, as has been seen in section 4.2.3. This is a direct function of the
gap height of the two wafers, or the total thickness of Au on both wafers after bonding.
Although feedback control will compensate for slight deviations of the dimensions of
the fabricated device compared to the design, ideally the operating region of the
MEMS structure should be where it behaves linearly, while the operating voltage
should be as low as possible. Thickness control of thermocompressed gold is not
good, but this problem can be solved by use of spacer stabs, which can be fabricated
with SiO 2 for example. The stabs would also compensate for the bowing of the wafer
while bonding, which is a source of both uneven waferbonding and divergence in the
gap height.
Tsau et al. has characterized in depth the mechanics and fabrication of gold ther-
mocompression waferbonding of whole wafers in [72], and basic fabrication procedures
in this work has been extracted from this reference.
Notice that other waferbonding methods, such as anodic bonding, can be used
and will presumably work just as well as thermocompression bonding, with a small
change in the layouts of the masks. Although this will most likely require more
rigorous cleaning and flattening of the bonding surfaces, possibly including chemical
mechanical polishing (CMP) and RCA cleaning, it will allow for CMOS compatible
processing, which is important in integration of the device into a larger optical system
with CMOS electrical components, etc. As mentioned above, there is the concern of
vacuum packaging, but this can be addressed with various methods including the
one proposed in [17]. Another option is to use polymers as bonding materials [22],
which does not require rigorous cleaning or flattening and can be bonded at lower
than 200'C, but presumably controlling the thickness of polymers after baking and
bonding is difficult with this method. Also, polymers usually do not provide hermetic
sealing.
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Figure 4.3.1: Fabrication process of the strain-energy switching device using the wafer-
bonding method. The fabrication process of the wafer tuner is very similar to this,
except that a couple of steps must be added to deposit silicon oxynitride on the middle
of the bridge.
Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has presented the use of titanium nitride (TiN) as a MEMS structural ma-
terial for application in optical circuit and telecommunication systems. A wavelength
specific add-drop filter switch by use of ring resonators and MEMS structures has
been introduced, which led to the importance of using titanium nitride as a MEMS
structural material. Titanium nitride has a number of attractive mechanical proper-
ties, and is also conductive, making it an ideal material for electrostatic actuation.
Experiments on annealing titanium nitride both in air and nitrogen ambient have
been conducted and their results revealed that zero stress states can be achieved.
MEMS structures were also fabricated and measured to show no curvature due to
residual stress. The titanium nitride structure was actuated for the first time ever
to the author's knowledge. In doing so, it has been revealed that the voltage versus
deflection of this device does not resemble the normal pull-in curve that would be
observed for a normal electrostatically actuated MEMS device. This is attributed to
the dielectric charging of the silicon oxide layer [51].
A different architecture of the MEMS optical switch that allows for ultra-fast
switching by use of three layers of electrodes (including the MEMS structure) has
been described, and its feasibility in both fabrication and actuation has been ana-
lyzed. Gold thermocompression bonding method was proposed in order to achieve
this design.
Wavelength tuning of the ring resonator filter using MEMS technology was also
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discussed and its implementation and fabrication into an actual device were presented.
Its feasibility was analyzed by use of finite element and finite different methods.
5.1 Future Work
5.1.1 Fabrication of the Strain-Energy Device and Tuner
The immediate next step in this research is the actual fabrication of the strain-energy
switching device and MEMS optical tuner. The fabrication process presented in
Section 4.1 should be feasible in a well-equipped MEMS facility, including the Mi-
crosystems Technology Laboratory (MTL) at MIT. Also, the feedback circuitry must
be implemented to the device. According to [51], the circuitry must be integrated on
to the device chip in order to bypass the noise problem that arises with the circuitry,
and meet the requirements of the optical telecommunication industry. This in itself
should be a major challenge, as discussed in [8] in completing the MEMS tuner.
5.1.2 Lowering of the Operation Voltage
In terms of the TiN MEMS switch, it is crucial to reduce the actuation voltage in order
to meet the requirements of actual applications, whether it be for telecommunication,
for computing, or other fields. Ideally, the device should be actuated at the same
voltage level required for CMOS circuitry, i.e. 5V or less. In order to do so, an
aluminum electrode can be deposited on top of the oxide layer, instead of using the
substrate as the electrode, as shown in Fig 5.1.1. This will reduce the effective gap
between the electrode and the structure form 1. 7 3 pm to 1pm for the same dimensions
proposed in this work, reducing the pull-in voltage significantly. Note that in this case,
the pull-in may occur before the bridge touches the top surface of the oxide. Although
this will not be a problem as long as stiction is overcome for the switching, caution
must be exercised in the designing the MEMS tuner in this fashion. Several diffent
ways to compensate for this problem have been proposed in the past [15, 45, 80].
Also, the device should be packaged well in order to convey the electricity from the
Titanium nitride
MEMS bridge
Ring waveguide
Aluminum
electrodes
Figure 5.1.1: MEMS optical switch using electrodes for a smaller effective gap. Since
the ring waveguides are underneath the bridge, the electrodes must be designed care-
fully so that the electrodes do not interfere with the evanescent field of the waveguides.
Since the electrodes must be separated into two parts near the anchors of the bridge,
the effective spring constant in the parallel-plate lumped parameter model takes a
different form from equation(2.3.6) [60].
source to the device with minimal resistance. Note that gold wires will not stick to the
surface of titanium nitride due to is passivated characteristics (discussed in Section
2.2). Therefore, an aluminum contact pad will have to be deposited additionally.
For simple fabrication of the contact pads, the aluminum should be sputtered with a
shadow mask, especially because it will be difficult to etch away aluminum without
damaging the titanium nitride underneath. An alternative way to do this is the use of
a lift-off process, but this will add several extra steps and complication to the process.
5.1.3 Use of Nanostructured OrigamiTM method
Lastly, as means for a much simpler fabrication method of the TiN MEMS switch,
the Nanostructured Origami process can be utilized [6]. Nanostructured Origami is a
method to fabricate three dimensional MEMS structures by first using conventional
two-dimensional lithography techniques to pattern structures on membranes and then
folding up the membranes into a three-dimensional structure (Fig 5.1.2).
Fig 5.1.3 shows a proposed architecture of the MEMS optical switch fabricated
using this method. This can be fabricated as follows. First, the ring resonator
waveguides are patterned with the same method as shown in Section 3.1.1, or any
(a) (b)
Figure 5.1.2: Scanning electron micrographs of various Nanostructured OrigamiT M
structures. The structures are made from silicon nitride, and chromium is deposited
for the hinges [6].
other applicable method. Then, the strain material is deposited along with titanium
nitride, and grooves are patterned to define the section that will fold up to be the
bridge. Then, this part is released by potassium hydroxide (KOH) or XeF 2 to fold
up into the MEMS bridge.
Some type of aligning and gluing/latching technique will be needed to precisely
fold up the MEMS bridge, but as long as these techniques are developed, this method
will provide a simple and reliable fabrication method. Also, the three-electrode design
discussed in Chapter 4 can be fabricated in this manner as well, by folding up another
strip, on which silicon oxynitride is deposited, from the side of the ring resonator with
a larger radius of folding.
Figure 5.1.3: Conceptual sketch of a proposed design for the MEMS switch utilizing
Nanostructured OrigamiTM method.
Appendix A
Fabrication Processes
A.1 Fabrication Process of the TiN MEMS switch
The fabrication process in Table A.1.1 was conducted on 6-inch boron-doped test-
grade silicon wafers.
Table A.1.1: Fabrication Process of the titanium nitride
MEMS switch. The machine column refers to the ma-
chine that has been used in the Microsystems Technology
Laboratory (MTL) at MIT.
Step Description Recipe Machine
1 RCA clean RCA
2 poly-Si LPCVD LPCVD poly-Si 1.0um 6B-poly
3 HMDS HMDS
4 Spin Resist STD resist, 1.0um coater
5 Prebake 30 min, 90'C prebake
6 Expose Mask - Sacrificial EV1
7 Develop photo-wet-l
8 Spin Rinse Dry SRD
Continued on next page
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Step Description Recipe Machine
9 Postbake 30min, 120-C postbake
10 RIE poly-Si 1.Oum Cl AME5000
11 Strip Resist asher-ICL
12 Piranha + HF dip premetal
13 Sputter TiN 250nm Endura 5500
14 HMDS HMDS
15 Spin Resist STD resist, 1.Oum coater
16 Prebake 30 min, 90'C prebake
17 Expose Mask - Metal EVI
18 Develop photo-wet-1
19 Spin Rinse Dry SRD
20 Postbake 30min, 120-C postbake
21 RIE TiN 11032005 7kA/min Rainbow 9600
22 Strip Resist asher-ICL
23 anneal TiN 500'C A3-CMOS
24 HMDS HMDS
25 Spin Resist thick resist: 8um coater
26 bake 60min, 90-C prebake
27 diesaw from back side die saw
28 rinse DI water
29 remove photoresist acetone photo-wet-Au
30 rinse methanol + IPA photo-wet-Au
31 cleave Wafer use scribe/tweezer
32 XeF 2 release XeF2
A.2 Fabrication Process of the Waferbonding Ar-
chitecture
The fabrication process in Table ?? can be conducted on 6-inch boron-doped test-
grade silicon wafers. Note that the wafers must be doped in order to be conductive
and act as electrodes (Refer to Section 4.2 for details).
A.2.1 Bridge Wafers
Table A.2.1: Fabrication Process of the Waferbonding
Architecture: MEMS device wafer. The "machine" col-
umn refers to the machine that can be used in the Mi-
crosystems Technology Laboratory (MTL) at MIT.
Step Description Recipe Machine
1 RCA clean RCA
2 DCVD oxide 3.Oum DCVD
3 poly-Si LPCVD LPCVD poly-Si 1.Oum 6B-poly
4 HMDS HMDS
5 Spin Resist STD resist, 1.Oum coater
6 Prebake 30 min, 90degC prebake
7 Expose Mask - Sacrificial EVI
8 Develop photo-wet-l
9 Spin Rinse Dry SRD
10 Postbake 30min, 120degC postbake
11 RIE poly-Si 1.0um Cl AME5000
12 Strip Resist asher-ICL
13 Piranha + HF dip premetal
14 Sputter TiN 2500A Endura 5500
Continued on next page
Step Description Recipe Machine
15 HMDS HMDS
16 Spin Resist STD resist, 1.Oum coater
17 Prebake 30 min, 90degC prebake
18 Expose Mask - Metal EV1
19 Develop photo-wet-i
20 Spin Rinse Dry SRD
21 Postbake 30min, 120degC postbake
22 RIE TiN 11032005, 85sec Rainbow 9600
23 Strip Resist asher-ICL
24 nanostrip acid hood
25 anneal TiN 500degC A3-CMOS
26 e-beam Ti & Au Ti: 1000A, Au: 1.5um e-beam Au
27 HMDS HMDS
28 Spin Resist STD resist, 1.Oum, front side coater
29 Prebake 5min, 90degC prebake
30 Spin Resist STD resist, 1.Oum, back side coater
31 Prebake 25min, 90degC prebake
32 Expose Mask - waferbond, front side EVI
33 Expose Mask - backside_ hole, back side EVI
34 Develop photo-wet-I
35 Spin Rinse Dry SRD
36 wet etch Ti H20:HNO3:HF = 7:2:1, 2sec acid hood
37 wet etch Au Au etchant, 5min acid hood
38 dry etch backside etch through silicon substrate stsl
39 wet etch oxide BOE, back side acid hood
40 strip resist 45min asher-TRL(R)
41 UV-ozone expose 30 min UVozone-Au
Continued on next page
Step Description Recipe Machine
42 Waferbond EV501
43 diesaw partially from both sides die saw
44 rinse DI water
45 rinse methanol + IPA photo-wet-Au
46 cleave wafer cleaving table
47 XeF2 release XeF2
A.2.2 Waveguide Wafers
Table A.2.2: Fabrication Process of the Waferbonding
Architecture: Waveguide wafer.
Step Description Recipe Machine
1 RCA clean RCA
2 DCVD oxide 3.Oum DCVD
3 VTR Nitride n=2.2(1550nm VTR
4 spin PMMA 3.2% PMMA solution, 200nm PMMA spinner
5 prebake 60min Q 180degC varTemp
6 spin aquaSave 60sec A 300rpm PMMA spinner
7 e-beam pattern SEBL
8 develop IPA:MIBK = 2:1 60sec photowet-Au
9 clean IPA 60sec photowet-Au
10 evaporate Ni 50nm Thermal Evap
11 lift-off NMP 30min A 105degC photowet-Au
12 rinse NMP, acetone, methanol, IPA photowet-Au
13 RIE nitride plasmaquest
Continued on next page
Step Description Recipe Machine
14 RIE oxide plasmaquest
15 etch Ni Ni etchant ultrasonic 20min acid-hood
16 sputter Al Perkin-Elmer
17 HDMS HDMS
18 Spin Resist coater
19 Prebake 30min at 90degC prebake
20 Expose Mask - electrodes EVI
21 bake 30 min at 120degC postbake
22 Develop photo-wet-Au
23 Spin Rinse Dry SRD
24 wet etch Al acid-hood
25 e-beam Ti, Au Ti: 1000A, Au: 1.5um e-beam Au
26 HDMS HDMS
27 Spin Resist coater
28 Prebake 30min at 90degC prebake
29 Expose Mask - waferbond ksaligner
30 bake 30 min at 120degC postbake
31 Develop photo-wet-Au
32 Spin Rinse Dry SRD
36 wet etch Ti H20:HNO3:HF = 7:2:1, 2sec acid hood
33 wet etch Au Au etchant acid-hood
34 organic clean acetone, methanol, DI photo-wet-Au
35 UV-ozone expose UVozone-Au
(Go to step 42 of Table A.2.1.)
Appendix B
Mask Layout
Figure B.0.1: Section of a mask for a single MEMS bridge.
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Figure B.O.2: Single die section of a mask for a MEMS bridge.
0Figure B.O.3: Mask for the sacrificial layer etch for a single MEMS bridge.
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Figure B.O.5: Single die section of a mask for the backside etch of a waferbond
architecture MEMS bridge. The dotted lines denote the sacrificial layer etch overlayed
for reference.
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Figure B.O.6: Mask for the ring resonator waveguides for a single MEMS switch.
Figure B.O.7: Single die section of a mask
MEMS bridge.
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Appendix C
ANSYS and MATLAB codes
C.1 ANSYS Code for Electrostatic Analysis of TiN
MEMS Bridge
The following code has been developed with reference to [82].
/batch,list
/prep7, Silicon beam deflection from a sweeped voltage
n.loops = 15
*dim,vinp,array,njloops
*dim,defl,table,151,njloops
*dim,xloc,table,151,1
! Define input voltages
vmax = 25
max-n-v = 15
vinp(1) = 1
vinp(2) = 2
vinp(3) = 3
vinp(4) = 4
vinp(5) = 5
vinp(6) = 6
vinp(7) = 8
vinp(8) = 10
vinp(9) = 15
vinp(10) = 20
vinp(11) = 21
vinp(12) = 22
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vinp(13) = 23
vinp(14) = 24
vinp(15) = 25
! Define result arrays and tables
*dim,end-defl,array,njloops
*dim,cen-defl,array,n-loops
*dim,res,table,n-loops,3
! Input geometry
et,1,82,,,3 ! PLANE121 element: beam region
r,1,5 ! real constant = thickness
et,2,121 ! Temporary element for air region
mp,perx,2,1 ! Relative permittivity of air
et,3,121 ! oxide region
mp,perx,3,3.8 ! Relative permittivity of oxide
emunit,epzro,8.854e-6 ! Free-space permittivity, uMKSV units
bl = 150 Length of bridge
bt = 0.25 Thickness of bridge
glc = bl/2
gl = 200
gt = 5 ! thickness of ground electrode
gap = 1.5 ! height of bridge (i.e. free space from bottom)
depth = 1 space between bridge anchor and ground electrode
! top electrode dimensions
top-gap = 1 ! space between bridge top and top electrode
top-thickness = 5 ! thickness of top electrode
ox-t = 3 ! thickness of oxide layer
! Draw Analysis Field
k,1,0,0
k,2,0,bt+gap
k,3,bl+2*bt,bt+gap
k,4,bl+2*bt,0
k,5,bl+bt,0
k,6,bl+bt,gap
k,7,bt,gap
k,8,bt,0
a,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 ! bridge
rectng,glc-gl/2,glc+gl/2,-(gt+ox-t),-ox-t ground electrode
rectng,glc-gl/2,glc+gl/2,-ox-t,0 ! oxide layer
rectng,glc-gl/2-1,glc+gl/2+1,-10,15 ! air
aovlap,all
lsel,s,line,,21 ! top line of oxide layer
LESIZE,all,,,250,,,,1 ! specify division for proper meshing
allsel,all
asel,s,area,,1 ! Area for beam
aatt,1,,1 ! Attibute beam to Elementi, Typel
asel,s,area,,7 ! Area for air
asel,a,area,,5
cm,air,area ! Group air area into component
aatt,2,,2
asel,s,area,,6 Area for oxide
cm,oxide,area
aatt,3,,3
! Mesh
allsel,all
smrtsiz,3
amesh, 1
mshape,1
amesh ,7
amesh,5
amesh,6
! Apply voltage boundary conditions
asel,s,area,,1 Select beam area
lsla,s ! select lines associated with area
dl,all,,volt,O I DOF constraints: voltage
nsll,s,1 ! nodes around bridge
cm,condi,node
asel,s,area,,2 ! Select ground electrode area
lsla,s ! select lines associated with area
dl,all,,volt,vinp(1) ! DOF constraints: voltage ground
nsll,s,1 ! nodes around ground
cm,cond2,node
allsel,all
et,1,0 ! set beam element (Typel) to null
physics,write,ELECTROS ! Write electrostatic physics file
physics,clear ! Clear Physics
et,1,82,,,2 ! Define beam element type, plane strain
et,2,0
et,3,0
! Material properties of TiN
mp,ex,1,500e3 ! Modulus [uN/(um)^2]
mp,nuxy,1,0.295 ! Poisson's Ratio
! Physical boundary conditions: anchors
dl,4,,ux,O I DOF constraints: left end of beam
dl,4,,uy,O
dl,8,,ux,O
dl,8,,uy,O
nlgeom,on I Set analysis option to "Large Disp. Static"
eqslv,sparse ! Set equation solver to sparse direct
/gst,off
allsel,all
physics,write,STRUCTURE ! Write STRUCTURE physics file
/nopr
*do,i,1,njloops
! Solve couple-field problem
ESSOLV,'ELECTROS','STRUCTURE',2,0,'air',,, ,50,,i,1
finish
! Post processing
physics,read,STRUCTURE
/postl
set,last
asel,s,area,,1
lsla,s
nsll,s,1
nsort,u,sum,1,1
*get,end-defl(i),sort,O,max
asel,s,area,,1
lsla,s
nsll,s,1
nsort,u,y,1,1
*get,cen-defl(i),sort,O,max
res(i,1) = vinp(i)
res(i,2) = end-defl(i)
res(i,3) = cen-defl(i)
*if,i,eq,n-loops,exit
physics,read,ELECTROS
/prep7
asel,s,area,,2
isla,s
dl,all,,volt,vinp(i+1)
alls
physics,write,ELECTROS
*enddo
*cfopen,'results','txt',''
*vwrite,res(1,1),res(1,3)
(2(f10.5,','))
*cfclos
/axlab,x,Applied Voltage[V]
/axlab,y,Maximum Displacement [um]
*vplot,res(1,1),res(1,3)
save
finish
C.2 ANSYS Code for Electrostatic Analysis of TiN
MEMS Tuner
/batch,list
/prep7, Silicon beam deflection from a sweeped voltage
n-loops = 15
*dim,vinp,array,n_loops
*dim,defl,table,151,n-loops
*dim,xloc,table,151,1
! Define input voltages
vmax = 25
max-n-v = 15
vinp(1)
vinp(2)
vinp (3)
vinp(4)
vinp(5)
vinp(6)
vinp(7)
vinp(8)
vinp(9)
vinp(10)
vinp(11)
vinp(12)
vinp(13)
vinp(14)
vinp(15)
1
2
3
4
5
6
8
10
15
= 20
= 21
= 22
= 23
= 24
= 25
! Define result arrays and tables
*dim,enddefl,array,njloops
*dim,cen-defl,array,njloops
*dim,res,table,n-loops,3
! Input geometry
et,1,82,,,3 PLANE121 element: beam region
r,1,5 real constant = thickness
et,2,121 I Temporary element for air region
mpperx,2,1 Relative permittivity of air
et,3,121 oxide region
mp,perx,3,3.8 ! Relative permittivity of oxide
emunit,epzro,8.854e-6 ! Free-space permittivity, uMKSV units
bl = 150 Length of bridge
bt = 0.25 Thickness of bridge
glc = bl/2
gl = 200
gt = 5 thickness of ground electrode
gap = 1 height of bridge (i.e. free space from bottom)
depth = 1 space between bridge anchor and ground electrode
! top electrode dimensions
top-gap = 1 ! space between bridge top and top electrode
top.t = 5 thickness of top electrode
ox-t = 3 ! thickness of oxide layer
! Draw Analysis Field
k,1,0,0
k,2,0,bt+gap
k,3,bl+2*bt,bt+gap
k,4,bl+2*bt,0
k,5,bl+bt,0
k,6,bl+bt,gap
k,7,bt,gap
k,8,bt,0
a,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8 bridge
rectng,glc-gl/2,glc+gl/2,-(gt+ox-t),-ox-t ! ground electrode
rectng,glc-gl/2,glc+gl/2,-ox-t,0 ! oxide layer
rectng,glc-gl/2,glc+gl/2, (gap+bt+top.gap), (gap+bt+top-gap+ox.t) ! top oxide
rectng,glc-gl/2,glc+gl/2, (gap+bt+top-gap+ox-t) , (gap+bt+top-gap+ox-t+top-t)
top electrode
rectng,glc-gl/2-1,glc+gl/2+1,-10,15 ! air
aovlap,all
lsel,s,line,,29
lsel,a,line,,17
LESIZE,all, ,,250,,
allsel,all
asel,s,area,,1
aatt,1,,1
asel,s,area,, 10
asel,a,area,,7
cm,air,area
aatt,2,,2
asel,s,area,,4
asel,a,area,,9
cm,oxide,area
aatt,3,,3
1
top line of bottom oxide layer
bottom line of top oxide layer
! specify division for proper meshing
Area for beam
Attibute beam to Elementi, Typel
Area for air
Group air area into component
Area for oxide
allsel, all
smrtsiz,3
amesh, 1
mshape,1
amesh, 7
amesh, 10
amesh,4
amesh, 9
asel,s,area,,1
lsla,s
dl,all,,volt,0
nsll,s,1
cm,condi,node
asel,s,area,,8
lsla,s
Select beam area
select lines associated with area
DOF constraints: voltage
nodes around bridge
! Select ground electrode area
select lines associated with area
! DOF constraints: voltage ground
nsll, s, 1
cm,cond2,node
asel,s,area,,2
isla,s
dl,all,,volt,O
nodes around ground
! Select bottom electrode area
nsll, s, 1
cm,cond3,node
allsel,all
et,1,0 ! set beam element (Typel) to null
physics,write,ELECTROS ! Write electrostatic physics file
physics,clear ! Clear Physics
et,1,82,, ,2
et,2,0
et,3,0
! for TiN
mp,ex,1,500e3
mp,nuxy,1,0.295
dl,4,,ux,O
dl,4,,uy,O
dl,8,,ux,O
dl,8,,uy,O
nlgeom,on
eqslv,sparse
/gst,off
Define beam element type, plane strain
Modulus [uN/(um)^2]
Poisson's Ratio
I DOF constraints: left end of beam
! Set analysis option to "Large Disp. Static"
! Set equation solver to sparse direct
allsel,all
physics,write,STRUCTURE ! Write STRUCTURE physics file
/nopr
*do,i,1,njloops
! Solve couple-field problem
ESSOLV,'ELECTROS','STRUCTURE',2,0,'air',,, ,50,,i,1
finish
! Post process
dl,all,,volt,vinp(1)
physics,read,STRUCTURE
/postl
set,last
asel,s,area,,1
isla,s
nsll,s,1
nsort,u,sum,1,1
*get,end.defl(i),sort,0,max
asel,s,area,,1
isla,s
nsll,s,1
nsort,u,y,1,1
*get,cen-defl(i),sort,0,max
res(i,1) = vinp(i)
res(i,2) = end-defl(i)
res(i,3) = cen-defl(i)
*if,i,eq,njloops,exit
physics,read,ELECTROS
/prep7
asel,s,area,,8
isla,s
dl,all,,volt,vinp(i+1)
alls
physics,write,ELECTROS
*enddo
*cfopen,'results','txt',
*vwriteres(1,1),res(1,3)
(2(f10.5,','))
*cfclos
/axlab,x,Applied Voltage[V]
/axlab,y,Maximum Displacement [um]
*vplot,res(1,1),res(1,3)
save
finish
C.3 MATLAB Code for Finite-Difference Analysis
The following code has been developed with reference to [541.
% FINITE DIFFERENCE METHOD FOR FIXED-FIXED BEAM SOLVING
% Solves the differential equation:
% ~ d^4g d^2g eV^2w /g
% EI------ - T------ - ------- ( 1 + 0.65--- )
% dx^4 dx^2 2g^2 \ w/
% Normal Mode: Single voltage-deflection output
% Pull-in Mode: Iterative calculation of exact Pull-in voltage
% Original program bBy Peter Ostererg from MIT Ph.D. Thesis 1995
% Modified by Satoshi Takahashi to plot the voltage v.s. deflection
% curve and compare with 1D model from Gergory Nielson's Ph.D.
% Thesis 2004.
% 06/16/05
% new-case=input('New Case?(1=yes or 0=no): ');
% if new-case==1,
clear all; close
d=100;
N = d+4;
Z = 10;
% dimensions
L = 150e-6;
w = 5e-6;
t = 0.25e-6;
g = 1.76e-6;
% material props
E = 500e9;
nu = 0.295;
s = Oe6;
all;
% Discretization number
% Newton iteration number
% length of beam [m]
% width of beam [m]
% thickness of beam [m]
% initial gap height [m]
% Young's modulus [Pa]
% Poisson's ratio
% residual stress [Pa]
E = E/(1-nu^2); % accounting for the wideness of beam
% end
mode = input('Normal Mode(1) or Pull-In Mode(2)?: ');
% Normal Mode -- voltage vs center deflection
if mode==1,
Vmax = input('Enter maximum voltage: ');
for m=1:Vmax,
V = m; % voltage
e = 8.854e-12; % permittivity of air
h = L/(2*(d-1)); % modelling only half
I = w*t^3/12;
T = s*(1-nu)*w*t;
b = -e*V^2*w/(2*E*I);
a =T/(E*I);
c =0; % ignore fringing
y(:,m) = g*ones(N,1);
A = zeros(N,N);
C = zeros(N,1);
y2p = zeros(N,1);
y4p = zeros(N,1);
% boundary conditions
A(1,3) = 1;
A(2,2) = -1;
A(2,4) = 1;
A(N-1,N-3) = -1;
A(N-1,N-1) = 1;
A(N,N-4) = -1;
A(N,N-3) = 2;
A(N,N-1) = -2;
A(N,N) = 1;
% y(3)=g0
% y'=0
% y'=O
% y'''=0 (no shear)
for j=1:Z,
for i=3:N-2,
y2p(i) = (y(i-1,m)-2*y(i,m)+y(i+1,m))/h^2; % 2nd numerical derivative
y4p(i) = (y(i-2,m)-4*y(i-1,m)+6*y(i,m)-4*y(i+1,m)+y(i+2,m))/h^4; % 4th
A(i,i-2) = 1;
A(i,i-1) = -4-a*h^2;
A(i,i) = 6+2*a*h^2+2*h^4/y(i,m)*(y4p(i)-a*y2p(i)-c/(2*y(i,m)));
A(i,i+1) = -4-a*h^2;
A(i,i+2) = 1;
C(i) = h^4*(b/y(i,m)^2-y4p(i)+a*y2p(i)+c/y(i,m));
end
r = A\C;
y(:,m) = y(:,m)+r;
end
Center-gap(m) = 1e6*y(d+2,m);
end
%% Analytical plot of Voltage vs Deflection U%
x-anal = 0:0.01:0.33;
for i=1:size(x-anal,2),
V.anal(i) = abs(3*sqrt(3)*0.5*sqrt(x-anal(i))*(1-x-anal(i)));
end
Vpi.anal = sqrt(256*E*g^3*t^3/(27*e*L^4))
V-anal = Vanal*Vpi-anal;
x-anal = (1-x-anal)*g*1e6;
'U Plot from ANSYS Output %%
file = 'resultsoxonly.lis';
[List, maxnodes] = readinput(file);
% plot graph
figure(1)
y=1e6*y;
plot(y(:,1));
xlabel('Discretization in x')
ylabel('Gap(um)')
hold on;
for ploty=2:Vmax-1,
plot(y(:,ploty))
end
hold off;
voltage = 1:Vmax;
figure(2)
plot(voltage,Center-gap-g*1e6)
axis([o max([Vmax max(V-anal) max(List(:,1))]) min( [min(Center-gap-g*1e6)
min(x-anal-g*1e6) min(List(:,2))]) 0])
xlabel('Voltage [V]')
ylabel('Deflection from intial position [um]')
hold on;
plot(V-anal,xanal-g*1e6,'r--')
plot(List(:,1),List(:,2),'g:')
hold off;
legend('Finite Difference','lumped model','ANSYS FEM')
Error = r(d+2)*1e6
k1 = 32*E*t^3/L^4;
k2 = 8*s*(1-nu)*t/L^2;
k = k1 + k2;
VPI_1D = (8*k*g^3/(27*e))^0.5
gi = 2.79;
g2 = 0.97;
ci = 0.42;
u = ((12*s*(1-nu)/(E*t^2))^0.5)*(L/2);
% VPIclosed-form = ((g1*g^3*s*(1-nu)*t)/(L^2*e*(1+c1*g/w)*(1+(2*(1-cosh(g2*u)))
/(g2*u*sinh(g2*u)))))^0.5
% Pull-in Mode: Exact pull-in voltage
else
e = 8.854e-12;
k1 = 32*E*t^3/L^4;
k2 = 8*s*(1-nu)*t/L^2;
k = k1 + k2;
VMIN = (8*k*g^3/(27*e))^0.5;
VMAX = 2*VMIN;
V = 0;
while abs(VMAX-VMIN) > 0.01
h =L/(2*(d-1));
I = w*t^3/12;
T = s*(1-nu)*w*t;
b = -e*V^2*w/(2*E*I);
a =T/(E*I);
c = 0.65*b/w;
y = g*ones(N,1);
A = zeros(N,N);
C = zeros(N,1);
y2p = zeros(N,1);
y4p = zeros(N,1);
A(1,3) = 1;
A(2,2) = -1;
A(2,4) = 1;
A(N-1,N-3) = -1;
A(N-1,N-1) = 1;
A(N,N-4) = -1;
A(N,N-3) = 2;
A(N,N-1) = -2;
A(N,N) = 1;
for j=1:Z,
for i=3:N-2,
y2p(i) = (y(i-1)-2*y(i)+y(i+1))/h^2;
y4p(i) = (y(i-2)-4*y(i-1)+6*y(i)-4*y(i+1)+y(i+2))/h^4;
A(i,i-2) = 1;
A(i,i-1) = -4-a*h^2;
A(i,i) = 6+2*a*h^2+2*h^4/y(i)*(y4p(i)-a*y2p(i)-c/(2*y(i)));
A(i,i+1) = -4-a*h^2;
A(i,i+2) = 1;
C(i) = h^4*(b/y(i)^2-y4p(i)+a*y2p(i)+c/y(i));
end
r = A\C;
y = y+r;
end
y=1e6*y;
Centergap = y(d+2);
Error = r(d+2)*1e6;
V-max = VMAX;
V_min = VMIN;
VPI = V;
VPI_1D = (8*k*g^3/(27*e))^0.5;
gi = 2.79;
g2 = 0.97;
ci = 0.42;
u = ((12*s*(1-nu)/(E*t^2))^0.5)*(L/2);
VPI-closed-form = ((g1*g^3*s*(1-nu)*t)/(L^2*e*(1+c1*g/w)*(1+(2*(1-cosh(g2*u)))0j
/(g2*u*sinh(g2*u)))))^0.5;
f = r(d+2)*1e6;
if abs(f) < 5e-4,
VMIN = V;
V = (VMAX+V)/2;
end
if abs(f) >= 5e-4,
VMAX = V;
V = (VMIN+V)/2;
end
end
VPI
plot(y)
axis([3 d+2 0 g*2e6])
xlabel('Discretization in x')
ylabel('Gap (um)')
end
C.4 MATLAB Code for mode-solver Analysis for
Loss in MEMS Switch
The following code has been developed with reference to [58]. It also uses a Matlab
function m2wcyl.m which has been developed by Popovid.
clear all; close all;
global VMODE; VMODE = 1;
PEC = 0; PMCh = 1;
c = 299792458; um = le-6; nm = le-9;
tOO = clock;
datadir = ''; datafile = [datadir mfilename]
NMODESCALC = 2;
NMODESKEEP = 2;
% I. Structure parameters
P.nair = 1.0; P.nco = 2.2; P.ncl = 1.445;
% Define possible boundary conditions
% Define speed of light, um & nm
% Code timing
% How many modes to calculate
% How many of those modes to save
P.wd = nm * 800; P.tl = nm * 400; P.tet = P.tl + nm*100;
P.Router = nm * 8000;
P.10 = nm * 1544.518;
P.nu = 52;
% Parameters for metal slab
P.nmetal = 2.93+5.33i; % index of refraction of metal 01550nm
P.mh = um * 1.5; % height of the metal slab from surface
P.mt =ur * 0.25; % thickness of the metal slab
% Alter the height of the bridge for every iteration
dh = um*0.05;
for hh = 2:((P(1).mh-P(1).t1)/dh+1),
P(hh).mh = (P(1).mh - dh*(hh-1));
end
if(~exist([datafile '.mat']))
Sz = ];
% FOR LOOPS HERE
for pp = 1:length(P)
% For undefined fields of P(pp), use value of P(1)
if (pp > 1)
Pfld = fieldnames(P);
for qq = 1:size(Pfld,1)
if (isempty(getfield(P,{pp},Pfld{qq})))
P = setfield(P,{pp},Pfld{qq},getfield(P,{1},Pfld{qq}));
end
end
end
% Generate waveguide index profile
dxy = [0.050 0.050];
x = [-2:dxy(1)/2:3.5]*um; % This domain used for nice mode picture at Ro = 4um
y = [-3:dxy(2)/2:2*um;
P(pp).MX = (length(x)-1)/2 +1; P(pp).MY = (length(y)-1)/2 +1;
P(pp) % PRINT OUT THE P STRUCTURE
% Make the index matrix here:
xx = x(:) * ones(1,length(y)); yy = ones(length(x),1) * y(:).';
n = ones(length(x), length(y)) * P(pp).nair;
n( find(yy <= 0) ) = P(pp).ncl;
n( find((abs(yy-P(pp).tl/2) <= P(pp).tl/2) .* (abs(xx+P(pp).wd/2) <=P(pp).wd/2)))
= P(pp).nco;
n( find((yy >= -P(pp).tet+P(pp).tl) .* (abs(xx+P(pp).wd/2) > P(pp).wd/2)) )
= P(pp).nair;
n( find((abs(yy-P(pp).mh-P(pp).mt/2) <= P(pp).mt/2)) ) = P(pp).nmetal;
% Dielectric constant averaging for more accurate answers [MP] Oct 15, 2002
n(3:2:2*P(pp).MX-3,:) = sqrt( (n(2:2:2*P(pp).MX-4,:).^2 + n(4:2:2*P(pp).MX-2,:)
.^2)/2 );
n(:,3:2:2*P(pp).MY-3) = sqrt( (n(:,2:2:2*P(pp).MY-4).^2 + n(:,4:2:2*P(pp).MY-2)
.^2)/2 );
% Set up for modesolver
N.n = n; N.x = x(:) + P(pp).Router; N.y = y(:);
% Uncomment line below to see index:
% figure(1); imagesc(N.x,N.y,N.n.'); set(gca,'YDir','normal'); axis image; grid;
break;
OPTS.fieldmode = 'V'; % 'V' 'MX' 'MY'
kO = 2*pi/P(pp).10; w = (c*k0)1;
% II. Call modesolver in 'omega' mode
OPTS.coordmode = 'R'; OPTS.eigmode = 'w'; % omega eigenvalue
OPTS.BC = [PEC PEC PEC PEC]; % PEC BC's
[kc, F] = m2wcyl(N, P(pp).nu, 2*pi/P(pp).10, OPTS, NMODESCALC, [0 1.5 0.75 0]*um,
[0.2/um 0.2/um]);
wc=c*kc;
vg = c/P(pp).nco;
gammaI = -P(pp).Router * imag(wc) / vg;
dB90 = 10*pi*gammaI*log10(exp(1));
LossQ = -real(wc)./imag(wc)/2;
betaR = P(pp).nu;
% Estimate of grp velocity
% Estimate of angular propagation loss
% Bend loss in dB/90deg (approximate)
% Resonator loss Q, Qo = wO tau0/2
% Reducing structure size and dumping to data file
F.Ex = F.Ex(:,:,1:NMODESKEEP); F.Ey = F.Ey(:,:,1:NMODESKEEP);
F.Ez = F.Ez(:,:,1:NMODESKEEP);
F.Hx = F.Hx(:,:,1:NMODES_KEEP); F.Hy = F.Hy(:,:,1:NMODESKEEP);
F.Hz = F.Hz(:,:,1:NMODESKEEP);
F.dx = dxy(1); F.dy = dxy(2);
%F.Pr = Pr; F.Pz = Pz; F.Rmtx = Rmtx;
SZ(pp).P = P(pp);
% Exact complex frequency and Loss Q, approximate bend loss
SZ(pp).wc = wc; SZ(pp).dB90 = dB90; SZ(pp).LossQ = LossQ;
% Exact ring resonance order (# wavelengths around ring)
SZ(pp).betaR = betaR;
SZ(pp).F= F;
SZ(pp).N= N;
% Computed mode fields
% Index distribution
% Append onto previously saved data
if exist([datafile '.mat'],'file')
fileold = load(datafile,'SZ');
else
fileold.SZ =
end
SZ = [fileold.SZ SZ(pp)];
save(datafile,'SZ'); % Save bend mode data and refractive index
clear SZ F N fileold;
end
end
% Reload data
um = le-6; nm = le-9;
datadir = ''; datafile = [datadir mfilename];
load(datafile);
for k = 1:length(SZ)
Ro(k) = SZ(k).P.Router / um; % Get bend radii for all computed structures
LossQ(:,k) = SZ(k).LossQ(:); % Get all corresponding loss Q's
Height(k) = (SZ(k).P.mh-SZ(k).P.t1) / um; % Get height of metal slab
end
figure(2); semilogy(Height(:), LossQ.', '-o');
legend([repmat('Mode #',size(LossQ,1),1), num2str([1:size(LossQ,1)].')]);
xlabel('Height of the metal slab from waveguide (microns)'); ylabel('Radiation Q');
title('Distance of the metal slab vs Radiation loss');
axis([O 1.1, 1, 10e4])
% Mode plots
figure(3);
m = size(SZ,2);
subplot(2,2,1); imagesc(SZ(m).N.x /um, SZ(m).N.y /um, real(SZ(m).N.n)');
set(gca,'YDir','normal'); axis image;
xlabel('\mum'); ylabel('\murm');
title(['Index distribution of simulated structure #' num2str(m)]);
idx = find(abs(SZ(m).F.Ex) == max(max(abs(SZ(m).F.Ex(:,:,1)))));
Exnorm = SZ(m).F.Ex(:,:,1) / SZ(m).F.Ex(idx(1));
%Exmax = 1;
%Exnorm(find(real (Exnorm)>Exmax)) = Exmax*sign(real (Exnorm(find(real(Exnorm)>Exmax))));
subplot(2,2,2); imagesc(SZ(m).N.x /um, SZ(m).N.y /um, real(Exnorm.'));
set(gca,'YDir','normal'); axis image;
xlabel('\mum'); ylabel('\mum'); title('E-x field of mode 1 (TE)');
idx = find(abs(SZ(m).F.Ey) == max(max(abs(SZ(m).F.Ey(:,:,2)))));
Eynorm = SZ(m).F.Ey(:,:,2) / SZ(m).F.Ey(idx(1));
%Exmax = 1;
%Exnorm(find(real (Exnorm)>Exmax)) = Exmax*sign(real(Exnorm(find(real(Exnorm)>Exmax))));
subplot(2,2,3); imagesc(SZ(m).N.x /um, SZ(m).N.y /um, real(Eynorm.'));
set(gca, 'YDir','normal'); axis image;
xlabel('\mum'); ylabel('\mum'); title('E-y field of mode 2 (TM)');
% Animated movie of bend mode of the first (TE) mode of the
% third simulated waveguide (4um radius)
subplot(2,2,4);
k = 1; modeanim(SZ(k).F.Rr /um, SZ(k).F.Zr /um, SZ(k).F.Ex(:,:,1), 2, 200);
title(['Movie of mode #1 of (different) structure #1']);
C.5 MATLAB Code for mode-solver Analysis for
Resonant Wavelength and Loss in MEMS Tun-
ing
% Analysis of NEMS tuner:
% dielectric slab position vs resonant wavelength
% modified from "s-test-m2wcyl-ring2d.m"
% Satoshi Takahashi, January 12, 2006
% Example for m2wcyl: Ring Q vs. radius
% (derived from 's-ring2d_800x400nm-resonancevswidth-radius-index.m')
% Milos Popovic, June 7, 2004
% P - input structure; SZ - output structure
clear all; close all;
global VMODE; VMODE = 1;
PEC = 0; PMCh = 1;
c = 299792458; um = 1e-6; nm = le-9;
tOO = clock;
datadir = ''; datafile = [datadir mfilename]
NMODESCALC = 2;
NMODESKEEP = 2;
% Define possible boundary conditions
% Define speed of light, um and nm
% Code timing
% How many modes to calculate
% How many of those modes to save
% I. Structure parameters
P.nair = 1.0; P.nco = 2.2; P.ncl = 1.445;
P.wd = nm * 800; P.t1 = nm * 400; P.tet = P.t1 + nm*100;
P.Router = nm * 8000;
% P.10 = nm * 1544.518;
P.10 = nm * 1550;
P.nu = 52;
% Parameters for dielectric slab
P.nde = 1.6; % index of refraction of dielectric 01550nm
P.deh = um * 1.0; % height of the metal slab from surface
P.det = um * 0.25; % thickness of the metal slab
dh = um*0.05;
for hh = 2:((P(1).deh-P(1).t1)/dh+1),
P(hh).deh = (P(1).deh - dh*(hh-1));
end
if(~exist([datafile '.mat'])
SZ = [0;
% FOR LOOPS HERE
for pp = 1:length(P)
% For undefined fields of P(pp), use value of P(1)
if (pp > 1)
Pfld = fieldnames(P);
for qq = 1:size(Pfld,1)
if (isempty(getfield(P,{pp},Pfld{qq})))
P = setfield(P,{pp},Pfld{qq},getfield(P,{1},Pfld{qq}));
end
end
end
% Generate waveguide index profile
dxy = [0.05 0.05];
x = [-2:dxy(1)/2:3.5]*um; % This domain used for nice mode picture at Ro = 4um
y = [-3:dxy(2)/2:2*um;
P(pp).MX = (length(x)-1)/2 +1; P(pp).MY = (length(y)-1)/2 +1;
P(pp) % PRINT OUT THE P STRUCTURE
% Make the index matrix here:
xx = x(:) * ones(1,length(y)); yy = ones(length(x),1) * y(:).,;
n = ones(length(x), length(y)) * P(pp).nair;
n( find(yy <= 0) ) = P(pp).ncl;
n( find((abs(yy-P(pp).tl/2) <= P(pp).tl/2) .* (abs(xx+P(pp).wd/2) <=P(pp).wd/2)) )
= P(pp).nco;
n( find((yy >= -P(pp).tet+P(pp).tl) .* (abs(xx+P(pp).wd/2) > P(pp).wd/2)) )
= P(pp).nair;
n( find((abs(yy-P(pp).deh-P(pp).det/2) <= P(pp).det/2)) ) = P(pp).nde;
% Dielectric constant averaging for more accurate answers [MP] Oct 15, 2002
n(3:2:2*P(pp).MX-3,:) = sqrt( (n(2:2:2*P(pp).MX-4,:).^2 + n(4:2:2*P(pp).MX-2,:)
. 2)/2 );
n(:,3:2:2*P(pp).MY-3) = sqrt( (n(:,2:2:2*P(pp).MY-4).^2 + n(:,4:2:2*P(pp).MY-2)
. 2)/2 );
% Set up for modesolver
N.n = n; N.x = x(:) + P(pp).Router; N.y = y(:);
% Uncomment line below to see index:
% figure; imagesc(N.x,N.y,N.n.'); set(gca,'YDir','normal'); axis image; break;
OPTS.fieldmode = 'V'; % 'V' 'MX' 'MY'
kO = 2*pi/P(pp).10; w = (c*kO)^1;
% II. Call modesolver in 'omega' mode
OPTS.coordmode = 'R'; OPTS.eigmode = 'w'; % omega eigenvalue
OPTS.BC = [PEC PEC PEC PEC]; % PEC BC's
[kc, F] = m2wcyl(N, P(pp).nu, 2*pi/P(pp).10, OPTS, NMODESCALC, [0 1.5 0.75 0]*um,
[0.2/um 0.2/um]);
wc=c*kc; A Resonant Frequency
lambda = 2*pi./kc; % Resonant wavelength
% Estimate of grp velocityvg = c/P(pp).nco;
gammaI = -P(pp).Router * imag(wc) / vg;
dB90 = 10*pi*gammaI*log1O(exp(1));
LossQ = -real(wc)./imag(wc)/2;
betaR = P(pp).nu;
deh = P(pp).deh;
% Estimate of angular propagation loss
% Bend loss in dB/90deg (approximate)
% Resonator loss Q, Qo = wO tauO/2
% Height of dielectric slab
% Reducing structure size and dumping to data file
F.Ex = F.Ex(:,:,1:NMODESKEEP); F.Ey = F.Ey(:,:,1:NMODES-KEEP);
F.Ez = F.Ez(:,:,1:NMODESKEEP);
F.Hx = F.Hx(:,:,1:NMODESKEEP); F.Hy = F.Hy(:,:,1:NMODESKEEP);
F.Hz = F.Hz(:,:,1:NMODES_KEEP);
F.dx = dxy(1); F.dy = dxy(2);
%F.Pr = Pr; F.Pz = Pz; F.Rmtx = Rmtx;
SZ(pp).P = P(pp);
% Exact complex frequency and Loss Q, approximate bend loss
SZ(pp).wc = wc; SZ(pp).dB90 = dB90; SZ(pp).LossQ = LossQ;
% Exact resonant wavelength
SZ(pp).lambda = lambda;
% Exact ring resonance order (# wavelengths around ring)
SZ(pp).betaR = betaR;
SZ(pp).F= F;
SZ(pp).N= N;
% Computed mode fields
% Index distribution
% Index of refraction of the coreSZ(pp).nco = P(pp).nco;
SZ(pp).deh = deh;
% Append onto previously saved data
if exist([datafile '.mat'],'file')
fileold = load(datafile,'SZ');
else
fileold.SZ =
end
SZ = [fileold.SZ SZ(pp)];
save(datafile,'SZ'); % Save bend mode data and refractive index
clear SZ F N fileold;
end
end
% Reload data
um = le-6; nm = le-9;
datadir = ''; datafile = [datadir mfilename];
load(datafile);
for k = 1:length(SZ)
Ro(k) = SZ(k).P.Router / um; % Get bend radii for all computed structures
LossQ(:,k) = SZ(k).LossQ(:); % Get all corresponding loss Q's
wc(:,k) = SZ(k).wc(:);
lambda(:,k) = SZ(k).lambda(:); % Get all corresponding resonant wavelengths
deh(:,k) = SZ(k).deh(:) / um;
nco(k) = SZ(k).nco;
end
figure; semilogy(deh(:), LossQ.', '-o');
legend([repmat('Mode #',size(LossQ,1),1), num2str([1:size(LossQ,1)].')]);
xlabel('Height of dielectric slab [un]'); ylabel('Radiation Q');
title('Modesolver example: bend loss of modes of 800x400nm SiN waveguide');
figure; plot(deh(:), lambda.', '-o');
legend([repmat('Mode #',size(lambda,1),1), num2str([1:size(lambda,1)] .')]);
xlabel('Height of dielectric slab [un]'); ylabel('Resonance Wavelength');
title('Resonant wavelength as a function of ');
% Mode plots
figure;
m = 11;
subplot(2,2,1); imagesc(SZ(m).N.x /um, SZ(m).N.y /um, real(SZ(m).N.n.'));
set(gca,'YDir','normal'); axis image;
xlabel('\murm'); ylabel('\mum');
title(['Index distribution of simulated structure #' num2str(m)]);
idx = find(abs(SZ(m).F.Ex) == max(max(abs(SZ(m).F.Ex(:,:,1)))));
Exnorm = SZ(m).F.Ex(:,:,1) / SZ(m).F.Ex(idx(1));
%Exmax = 1;
%Exnorm(find(real(Exnorm) >Exmax)) = Exmax*sign(real(Exnorm(find(real(Exnorm)>Exmax))));
subplot(2,2,2); imagesc(SZ(m).N.x /um, SZ(m).N.y /um, real(Exnorm.'));
set(gca,'YDir','normal'); axis image;
xlabel('\mum'); ylabel('\mum'); title('E-x field of mode 1 (TE)');
idx = find(abs(SZ(m).F.Ey) == max(max(abs(SZ(m).F.Ey(:,:,2)))));
Eynorm = SZ(m).F.Ey(:,:,2) / SZ(m).F.Ey(idx(1));
%Exmax = 1;
%Exnorm(find(real(Exnorm)>Exmax)) = Exmax*sign(real(Exnorm(find(real(Exnorm)>Exmax))));
subplot(2,2,3); imagesc(SZ(m).N.x /um, SZ(m).N.y /um, real(Eynorm.'));
set(gca,'YDir','normal'); axis image;
xlabel('\murm'); ylabel('\m='); title('Ey field of mode 2 (TM)');
% Animated movie of bend mode of the first (TE) mode of the
% third simulated waveguide (4um radius)
subplot(2,2,4);
k = 1; modeanim(SZ(k).F.Rr /um, SZ(k).F.Zr /um, SZ(k).F.Ex(:,:,1), 2, 200);
title(['Movie of mode #1 of (different) structure #1']);
% Get corresponding height
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